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ABSTRACT
This project examines and documents the workings of DIYbio (do-it-yourself
biology), a loosely-affiliated global group of “amateur” biological researchers, and the
ways in which they construct their laboratories, produce new scientific methodologies,
and change what it means to be a scientist. I argue throughout this work that the
laboratories that DIY biologists construct are materially and conceptually “parasitic” on
institutionalized science: they are structured through deep connections to the
traditional places and spaces of scientific practice, and differentially reproduce them
through the development of adjacent scientific practices. In the creation of and the
elaboration of meanings about these “parasite labs,” DIY biologists develop new means
of producing biological knowledge and produce material critiques of contemporary
institutional science, and also operate as a frontier for the future of biology.
I seek to answer three questions about DIY biologists: how do they affirmatively
refigure what it means to be a scientist; how do they differentially reproduce the
contents and contexts of laboratories; and how do they alter scientific knowledge, its
meanings, and its means of production? I draw upon four years of participant
observation fieldwork across two primary sites and many conferences and meetings to
answer these questions, and to describe the emergent cultures of DIY biology. My
ethnographic work is supplemented by an analysis of electronic discussions (chat rooms,
forums, mailing lists, websites, and personal or group weblogs) that DIY biologists use to
record their methods and disseminate their findings, popular culture and
print/electronic media which shape the particular historical moment in which DIYbio has
viii

developed, and historical literatures on “amateur science” which provide comparative
accounts of conflicts over who may produce scientific knowledge and where it may be
produced. To analyze and examine these source materials, I use a theoretical framework
derived from various meanings of “parasite” from Michel Serres, J.L. Austin, George
Marcus, and Jacques Derrida.
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1. Introduction

"A parasite is neither the same nor different from that which it parasites." (Derrida 1977)
As I write this dissertation, I find myself always straying from the central theme
of do-it-yourself biology (DIYbio), a globalized group of "amateur" biological researchers
who do science outside of the confines of traditional institutional laboratories. One may
think that this diversion is simply a personal problem, a lack of focus on my part, but is it
so surprising that analyzing such a diverse group of people in diverse sets of places and
who are doing so many kinds of work, leads to at least a bit of fragmentation? The kind
of work that I am doing with them is also fragmented: I have been working on this
project in various forms since 2008, at several different places, in different periods of
my life and scholarly career. My fieldwork has consisted of participant observation at
public events organized by two "laboratories," Genspace (in Brooklyn, NY) and BOSSLAB
(in Boston), but also at many associated conferences and chance meetings with
interlocutors. So to suggest that my dissertation must have one central theme feels to
me like a ridiculous notion; when I am asked "what is your dissertation about?" I repeat
back a fragment of the first sentence of this paragraph. This dissertation is about do-ityourself biology, but also not about it – it is merely a parasite of it.
The name "do-it-yourself biology" implies a kind of "individualized" practice of
biological science, suggesting that the biology practiced by these persons is not the
collective enterprise of institutional science, but rather something personal and done
alone (Tocchetti 2014). This does not really mean that these folks are doing their
1

scientific work all alone – usually far from it. The shape that do-it-yourself biology has
taken over the last decade is something akin to a social movement, but not quite, and
like "amateur science," but not quite, and like "citizen science," but not quite. Because
DIYbio does not fit into one neat category, the various labels assigned on them by
scholars and journalists do not do justice to the kinds of work that they do. Many DIY
biologists do their work as a hobby, performing simple genetic engineering in their
kitchens, closets, or basements in their spare time simply because they find it
interesting. Others do it for a living: teaching classes to folks who are interested in
biology, or want to gain some laboratory skills. Even more others do it for the promise
of money, as a kind of gateway to entrepreneurship, and see the self-guided work of
DIYbio as the start to the next big biotech company. Still more do it to increase access to
scientific knowledge and its means of production. For those in the practice of do-ityourself biology the unifying factor is, as the name suggests, biology. They may be
"doing it themselves," or "doing it together" with others who share their interests. What
I have found in my ethnographic work is that many different kinds of people, with
different kinds of expertise and motivations, all come together around the biological, in
places and times that are adjacent to their "normal" lives. For them, biology and their
interest in it is a part of their life, but one that they pursue in their parenthetical "spare
time." The "original" (and like all origin stories, this history is highly contested) DIYbio
group was formed circa 2008 in a pub in Cambridge, MA (later turning into BOSSLAB), as
a crystallization of many individuals with an interest in biology who wanted to get
together to do scientific things (Roosth 2010). Over the last decade, DIYbio has
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developed into a global network of scientific experimenters and researchers, catalyzing
many different interests in the biological into a productive scientific community.
The cultural history of "DIY" is very long and complex, and all of it suggests that
“DIY” work is done in the home by a hobbyist or amateur for their own benefit. This may
mean working literally on their house (building a deck, remodeling a room), or making
goods at home (knitting or making yogurt or cheese for retail sale), both of which center
around practices of crafting in the domestic sphere (Roosth 2010). Work like this has
been figured as adjacent to both the times and places where "real work" is done,
making it supplemental work or income that one does in addition to a job, profession,
career, or vocation.
This dissertation is about "DIY biology," but is similarly focused about this bump
into the adjacent, the para-, the slight move to the side, the fragmentary, and the
rhizomatic bud. I write specifically about sites of research that gather around the
biological, and do their work connected with and adjacent to what is generally counted
as "science." I will be concerned with the sites that are formed by these researchers,
how they make them, and what happens inside, outside, and on the limen of them.
DIYbio cannot be located in one place or in one set of practices – it is a multitude
contained by one signifier (DIYbio). In order to make some sense of this fragmented
space, I am going to (ab)use the fragmented site of the parenthetical. What the
parenthetical does is let us shift our frame and tone while maintaining a continuous
narrative – one does not need to read the parenthetical (parasite) to follow along (but
one should always take note of where they are and what is happening inside them).
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The history of amateur science is also one of fragments, and what I would like to
emphasize in this work is the productiveness of the fragmentation of these particular
kinds of researchers and research programs. The parasite framework that I will develop
can be especially helpful because it reveals some non-obvious relations and sites of
production for both my ethnographic work and in historical work by other authors (who
rely on an amateur/professional binary). What I will refer to as "parascientific work"
should be seen as work that is done by anyone (scientist, non-scientist, amateur, citizen,
etcetera) that not necessarily refigures the "boundaries of science," what constitutes
science, or who may do scientific work, but rather who may (not who can) access the
privileged place that science has in contemporary culture.

1.1

Field(-sites)
This project “began” very early in my scholarly career, in very late 2008, when a

story was posted on an online news site by a key future interlocutor (Bishop 2008). The
comments on the site ranged from excited interest to fears for safety and of
bioterrorism. The latter of these seemed exaggerated and I thought that there must be
something more going on with this “DIY biology” (do-it-yourself biology) thing other
than simply a bunch of “biohackers,” “amateur biologists,” or “hobbyists” fooling
around with basic biological experiments and instrument building. I signed up for their
mailing lists shortly thereafter and began thinking about what, and into what, they were
developing. The social scientific methods I wanted to use were made to study groups,
and actual “sites” or places, so I needed to pause and see if DIYbio would organize into
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institutions enough to “create” these places for me to study. This slight
institutionalization would help me to perform fieldwork, but would also create tensions
among members of the community, as I learned from conversations with various DIY
biologists.
When I attended my first “meetup” at BOSSLAB (also known as DIYbio Boston at
the time) in early 2010, the first thing that struck me was the way the space was
structured. It was part of a shared workspace on the second floor of a garage in
Somerville, Massachusetts — quite unlike the neat and clean laboratories I had spent
many of my last few years in while I completed a biochemistry degree and taught
college-level biology courses. Most of the biology equipment was stacked neatly on
shelves, separated from the electronics equipment and components by a computer
workstation (see Figure 1.1) — at the time, this was a powerful visual metaphor for
what was happening with that particular group. The kinds of work that they did focused
on “biohacking,” where expertise from biology, computer hacking and engineering, and
ideals from the Free and Open-Source Software movement came together to re-create
devices from biology such as microscopes, gel boxes, and microbial fuel cells. My work
took off at this point, and by incubating what I had seen at BOSSLAB with Heather
Paxson’s recently published article on microbiopolitics, I was able to culture DIYbio as
indicative of a growing trend towards post-Pasteurian treatment of microbes, which
emphasized ways of interacting with microorganisms in a cooperative way (rather than
always attempting to exterminate them) (Paxson 2008).
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Figure 1.1: "Wet" lab at BOSSLAB on left, electronics lab on right

What I saw in DIYbio was a coming together of persons with many different kinds
of (both biological and non-biological) expertise and experience, converging about the
biological. The science that they were performing was not too complicated, at about the
level of a high-school biology laboratory, but they were doing science on their own
terms. They did not need expensive equipment like the university laboratories I had
experience with. What particularly interested me about this was the ways in which they
had assembled these laboratories, out of hardware store components and second-hand
scientific instruments “trashpicked” from local institutions or purchased on the Internet.
What was this doing to their practice of science? Were they really doing science, or
merely fans of science imitating “real scientists?” Many of my longstanding research
questions took form here. If I began from the premise that what they were doing was
“proper science” (a difficult claim to make at the time), DIY biology was revolutionary —
how would DIY biologists’ refiguring of what constitutes a laboratory change what it
6

means to do science, or to even be a scientist? If one does not need years of education,
large grants or a well-stocked “professional” laboratory to do science, can the “power”
of institutional science be taken “out of the laboratory?” Since this space was populated
mostly by non-biologists, how do they think about, relate to, and how do they “do
biology?”
One of the demonstrations later that year at BOSSLAB that resonated with me a
great deal both personally and intellectually, was about making yogurt. The guest
speaker/workshop leader for this was a sociology graduate student who had procured a
yogurt culture with a “thousand-year pedigree” and the instructions for culturing it from
a friend — they shared both of these with us. I was absolutely fascinated by the
recursive culturing going on here, and the biological metaphor that hitched a ride with it
— as we learned how to culture (grow) yogurt, we were ourselves being (en)cultured by
bacteria; when we showed others how to make yogurt we reproduced both kinds of
culture at the same time. This particular practice was anthropologically interesting
because of demonstrator’s careful language in describing the processes going on (it
turned out that they were, like me, a reader of Claude Levi-Strauss and Heather Paxson):
they took great care to describe making yogurt as a “cultural exchange” between
humans and bacteria. Over the next few years, I would “reproduce” this demonstration
for many, and spread the (”doubled”) yogurt culture as I was cultured to do. This
metaphor in double-culturing stuck with me, and I wondered if there were any other
projects like this that refigured “microbiopolitics” or drew on similar “life histories
(histories of life)” to yogurt? And more importantly, perhaps, what were social scientists
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like myself and this demonstrator doing to and with DIYbio by talking explicitly about
microbiopolitics? Were we culturing/being cultured by DIYbio?
As it turns out there were many more projects similar to this one. The
happenings at BOSSLAB were replete with microbiopolitics, both Pasteurian and postPasteurian: microbial fuel cells (devices which cultured geobacteria to biologically
generate electricity) and “transformations” of E. coli with DNA that made them glow or
produce colored dyes were among them. Other projects run out of BOSSLAB were about
reproducing complicated and essential biological equipment and instruments such as
pipettes, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) machines, microscopes, electrophoresis gel
boxes and gel visualizers. Not only were these “biohackers” building new kinds of
relations with microorganisms, they were also building new kinds of relations with the
economics of doing science. The basic instruments and equipment they built replaced
many expensive artifacts — and this was a very intentional move. By removing a
“barrier to access” to producing scientific knowledge (read: money) they were hacking
on the biocapitalist infrastructure of contemporary biology, and doing it rather
effectively. What made them so effective at this? Why had no one done this with such
intention before now?
Perhaps it had something to do with the persons that populated BOSSLAB. Not
all were biologists, in fact very few were — most were engineers of some sort, who had
a previously-latent interest in biology. This interest in biology, combined with the opensource computer hacking culture they had grown up with, and their expertise with
computers and electronics, formed very interesting loci of expertise and interests. If no
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one was a “professional” biologist, and this was not a “professional” biology laboratory,
what does that mean for expertise being a “professional domain?” As far as I knew from
my coursework, the structure of a laboratory was a necessary part of developing
experts, and also necessary to produce scientific knowledge. The physical and
conceptual spaces of a laboratory, in simple or complicated forms, were important to
scientific research — and DIY biologists were experimenting on them.
Again, I asked myself what a (lapsed biochemist)/(actual social scientist) was
doing there — but not in the way I had asked earlier. They had mutated my research
questions. (Or perhaps cultured them.) I was not so interested in what my “effect” on
them was, but rather “what do I, the professional scientist, need to do to contribute to
DIYbio?” So I did what I could: I continued spreading the word about DIYbio and
“amateur biology” in my professional circles, and continued to think about ways of
articulating affirmations of our collective excitement about amateur science and
biohacking. This was the expertise I could draw upon to help hack together “DIYbio.”
Something was being built in DIY biology laboratories that I could not quite describe —
the places that these labs were popping up were located in large cities with histories of
biotechnology industry boom-and-bust cycles, strong research university presences, and
were populated by folks who had connections to these academic and commercial
laboratories.
Around the time I began my preliminary fieldwork at BOSSLAB, another DIYbio
laboratory sprung up in New York City: Genspace. Prior to this, the founders had been
called DIYbio NYC, and worked out of their homes. It took me a couple years to make it
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to Genspace as I continued doing work at BOSSLAB. When I finally made it there, I was
surprised at its marked difference from BOSSLAB — the space was relatively stable, and
organized more like the laboratories I was used to. This was a different strain of DIYbio
culture: an institutionalized “community laboratory.” Genspace held classes (taught by
its founders and members), hosted workshops and invited talks, and created the
infrastructure (both social and material) to have a BSL-1 (Biosafety Level One, see
(Chosewood and Wilson 2009)) laboratory. I attended many of these events, at first as
an observer, then later as a participant when my organizing/cleaning/pipetting/teaching
skills were needed.
Members at Genspace included some biology PhDs, journalists, social scientists,
engineers and computer scientists, but they also had artists (one of whom was a
founder), which were scarce at BOSSLAB and appeared only peripherally. I was not sure
what to make of the (comparatively large) artist presence at first; they seemed to be
doing work there like any other member, but as bioartists — those artists who express
through biological and living media. Aside from their artistic skills, artists at Genspace
were organizers of a very particular kind: their contribution to the space was through
their experience working within institutions and gathering funding for their work,
playing in and with institutionally-complicit spaces. This resonated with the “para-site”
ethnographic framework I had been thinking about for some time in relation to DIY
biology (Marcus 2000). What I wanted to emphasize about DIYbio was that the places
and institutions they were constructing existed adjacent (para-) to traditional
institutions of scientific research, so my research question about the spaces in which DIY
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biology was practiced needed to include the “complicity” inherent in the “para-site” for
these emergent institutions with those that are already established.
During this fieldwork at Genspace, one of the folks there lamented to me that
what they were doing won’t be very interesting for me because they had no widgets or
objects that they were producing and releasing into the world. They suggested that each
of the other DIYbio sites that I was studying had something they built and disseminated
(BOSSLAB - lightbulb PCR, DIY gel boxes; BioCurious - glowing plants), but Genspace
appeared to have none of these kinds of thing. There were no widgets there. Not yet,
anyway (they have since helped to create some, like openTRONS the pipetting robot). As
I thought more and more about this, more and more people came to Genspace to learn
how to start their own “community biolab,” and I realized that their laboratory itself
was the “widget:” the infinitely reproducible thing. I asked myself where was the thingness of this “located,” and what does it look like?

1.2

Organization
Each of the chapters in this work are written about the places and ways in which

DIY biologists create new spaces for, and manipulate meanings around, the biological:
biopolitics, the laboratory, scientific methods, expertise, and what constitutes being “a
scientist.” In chapter 2 (Writing(,) the Parasite) I discuss the main theoretical framings of
this work — the parasite, and the amateur/professional binary. The former of these
comes from Michel Serres, George Marcus, J.L. Austin, and Jacques Derrida, and centers
upon the mechanisms of “parasitic relations” and the spaces they make/inhabit. The
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latter comes from the laboratory studies field within Science and Technology Studies
(STS), and I see this dichotomy historically developing in concert with the development
of the “private” and “professionalized” space of the laboratory, especially during the
Victorian era.
Chapter 3 ((Para)biopolitics) is a discussion of what I see as the development of a
more specific mechanism of biopolitics: parabiopolitics. This refers in part to biopolitics
as discussed by Michel Foucault, and joins Heather Paxson’s microbiopolitics as a means
of elaborating on ways of subtle social regulation. Where microbiopolitics refers to
means of social regulation carried out by controlling human/microbe interactions,
parabiopolitics refers to (among other things) the means of social regulation carried out
by controlling the places in which biological knowledge can be made or manipulated.
This includes a discussion of the microbiopolitics of DIYbio spaces, and also the ways in
which DIY biologists manipulate them.
Because the laboratory is such an important locus for scientific work, and
especially so for the practice of DIY biology, chapter 4 (Paralaboratories) is focused on
the history of the space/place of “the laboratory” (based mostly on STS laboratory
studies). Bruno Latour suggests that the way that a laboratory works is through a
“fulcrum,” an inversion of power between experimenter and the experimented, which
manipulates and changes the “parasitic chain” that those subjects inhabit. This
particular laboratorian method of doing science is very prevalent today, and has been
historically constructed into the walls (literal and figurative) of the laboratory itself — I
see DIY biologists as moving these walls around not only in a Latourian way
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(expansion/contraction/inversion), but also changing the shapes of the walls to make
them more porous and open to the “outside.” Here I contrast two of my field sites,
BOSSLAB and Genspace; the former expanding and contracting its laboratory as needed
(without “solid walls”), and the latter’s walls remaining relatively fixed but sharing its
interior space with many different experiments and experimenters.
Chapter 5 discusses the kinds of scientific methods that are being formed and
used by DIY biologists, suggesting that the adjacent spaces in which they do their work
permit different kinds of expertise to develop, and reshape what counts as “biological
research.” The ways in which research happens in DIY biology are connected deeply to
the laboratories they create, to the Internet, and places/spaces that are not traditionally
considered zones of experimentation. The scientific methods that DIY biologists work
with are very “interdisciplinary,” and draw upon the expertise and knowledge of all
parties involved in their experimental programs.
Chapter 6 (Working Knowledge) is my attempt to elaborate on what counts as
“expertise” for DIY biologists, drawing on and critiquing the STS literature on expertise.
The ways in which STS has theorized expertise is in a constitutive manner, as opposed to
the performative manner that I saw taking place at my field sites. Because of DIY
biologists’ adjacent methods, experimental style, and laboratories, expertise is not fixed
in individuals, and is more of a collaborative performance, where “anyone” can
participate in the construction of scientific knowledge, regardless of their constitutive
“credentials.”
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In chapter 7 (Parascientists) I attempt to provide a “better” terminology,
temporarily, for talking about DIY biologists that exists outside of, or alongside, the
amateur/professional dichotomy. This includes a discussion of the latest moniker
(”citizen scientists”) that has been used to describe DIY biologists, both by themselves
and by those that study them. The particular complication with “citizen science” that I
see is that in some forms it can act as rote exploitation of “free” scientific labor.
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2. Writing(,) The Parasite
2.1 Parenthetical Space(s)

Language in such circumstances ['if said by an actor on the stage'] is in special
ways – intelligibly - used not seriously, but in ways parasitic upon its normal use –
ways which fall under the doctrine of the etiolations of language. (Austin 1962)

The style guide from the Online Writing Lab at Purdue University suggests that
parentheses be used "to say something that is important to the main message you are
writing but is not an immediate part of it, something that would interrupt the flow of
your writing if you didn't keep it separate from everything else" (Cimasko and Brizee
2012). What we can see here are two things that are important about the parasitic
effects of the parenthetical: flow (time) and separation (place). The essential parasitic
de-centering that the parenthetical performs is to create and provide a space for
alternate meanings to be made.
Parentheses (clearly) interrupt the flow of writing. The immediacy with which
the parenthetical presents itself suggests that the statement in parentheses cannot be
placed elsewhere, its interruption must occur at that time and place, and nowhere else.
It must be read (now!), not saved for a footnote or endnote that will be read only by
some curious and attentive reader. What is being interrupted? Flow? (Maybe.) The flow
of writing is obscured and only noticed when something goes horribly wrong – a (good)
writer knows how to maintain the flow of their statements and the linkages between
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them. Writers can use punctuation marks in order to break the flow, but the flow of
writing is also (obviously) constructed by those punctuation marks. Periods and commas
indicate particular kinds of intentional breaks in the flow of writing, and in those breaks
they also create and maintain flow. We are conditioned to read certain marks as breaks
and interruptions in the "flow" of the writing (whatever that really means). Other
related marks, like hyphens, can also make writing flow by breaking the text and
interrupting it – the extra space that a dash makes is a literal break in the flow of the eye
across a page or screen. In this way, the breaks that we place in the normal course of
our writing produce a sense of flow in the reader by interrupting them during their
reading (and re-directing them if they choose to read the parenthetical).
The parenthetical that I have so promised to abuse marks a special kind of
interruption/creation of flow, by breaking off a statement into a separate-butconnected one, indicating that something additional is going on, no matter its actual
content. The parenthetical is about a relation: an attached and separate statement; the
meaning that is made by it is deeply connected to its host statement and is equally
important. Its meaning is made because it is both separate and attached. But the
parenthetical is no mere punctuation mark, it is also a place (site) where other
(alternate or extended) meanings can be made on a (host) statement. One can read the
parenthetical straight through without interruption, as if it marks did not exist (or one
can ignore it and end up with a different meaning). The style that I would like to
produce in this dissertation is, like my interlocutors' work on biology, of the
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parenthetical (and the parasitic), indicating and filling spaces where different meanings,
that are separate-but-always-attached, can be (and are being) made.
In some sense, the work that my interlocutors are doing in and on biology is
about introducing parentheticals (parasites) to the contemporary system of biological
knowledge production. Because they work in places adjacent to the laboratory (like field
biologists would), they can do work that is definitely scientific, but that has been more
about introducing additional meanings to the “host system” of biology than overtly
contributing to that host of meaning. For example, by mobilizing genetic testing
technologies in places other than the laboratory, do-it-yourself biology practitioners can
suggest that genetically modified foods and organisms are more prevalent than we
think, and make an interrupting parenthetical to the "neatly flowing" discourse around
the safety of GMOs.
Another example of this, with regards to DNA sequencing technology, is bioartist
Heather Dewey-Hagborg’s work, Stranger Visions (Dewey-Hagborg 2012; Pauwels 2013).
This project is an attempt to generate and sculpt facial portraits of unknown persons,
which have been derived from DNA collected in publicly-accessible forms (e.g.,
discarded chewing gum and cigarette butts). The DNA is amplified, partially sequenced,
run through a computer software program that produces a probabilistic facial model
based on “known” phenotypic markers, and finally sculpted by the artist. In producing a
project which draws on scientific skills, she is able to create parenthetical spaces for
making meaning about the fruits of scientific knowledge.
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One example of a kind of separating parenthetical work my interlocutors do is
about performing scientific research safely, which is commonly thought of as something
that can only be done in an institutional laboratory. By practicing biological science
without an institution, in the home (a place that implies a certain kind of safety), DIY
biologists re-center the privileged place of the laboratory and show that safety in
biological research is not only a result of some institutional host, but is a result of a set
of practices that can be parasited to anywhere, even (or especially!) into a kitchen.
Bioartist Anna Dumitriu does work of this kind, suggesting openly that most of the
practices that constitute safe biological research are the same as those done in the
practice of safely cooking. She says that to replicate most forms of laboratory safety, all
one has to do is "treat it [scientific safety practices] like a gone-off chicken," placing the
center of biological research safety in a set of accessible-to-all cooking practices
(Dumitriu 2013). This parasitizes the center of the meaning of "safety" away from the
mystified professional practices of a laboratory and into the kitchen, inverting the "main
message" (host) and parenthetical (parasite) of "safe biological research."
Much of the boundary work done by contemporary professional scientists (and
journalists) against "amateur" do-it-yourself biology practices is centered around safety
in the practice of scientific research – as it is constructed today, safety practice is almost
wholly about the material means of doing science, and this serves to limit access to the
privileged space of science by drawing outlandish caricatures of anyone doing science
outside of an institution or without expensive equipment as a "bioterrorist" (Zimmer
2012).
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Re-reading "laboratory safety" is not the only way that DIY biologists work at
parenthesizing the institutional laboratory. The actual places that they do their work are
physically adjacent to institutions which house laboratories, and geographically close to
university and commercial laboratories. Materially, they take (by paying for it, or trashpicking) excess laboratory equipment from institutions (academic or commercial) and
repairing/refurbishing it in order to make it operate again. Once they have the
laboratory equipment, it is only a "simple" matter of arranging it into a space that they
can perform scientific work in (a laboratory, perhaps?).
The marks that my interlocutors make on the body of biology are stylistically
parenthetical as well. The times and places that DIY biologists show up in the discussions
of professional scientists are always next to a particular problem or issue facing the
scientific community, where they are used as a kind of foil (parasite) to institutional
science (host) in order to form or re-form the boundaries of what constitutes "good
science." One contested issue in professional science is the politicization of scientific
research, and amateur biology shows up in "citizen science" form as "bad science,"
openly stating that citizen scientists would do scientific research because of political
motivations, as a recent editorial in Nature suggests (“Rise of the Citizen Scientist”
2015). For this author, almost certainly a professional scientist, politics is the unwanted
parenthetical that interrupts the flow of producing objective knowledge, and these
“parasitic amateurs” are the parenthetical space for their discourse.
One other parenthetical space that DIY biologists inhabit is that of the
intellectual property pirate: the parasite on commerce-as-usual. These pirates abduct
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scientific books and articles from restricted spaces and place them onto the Internet for
anyone with access to it to read. They write software programs that “borrow”
credentials from institutions who pay for access, gather as many scientific articles from
paywalled databases as they can, and reproduce them into pirate databases. This makes
them operate outside of or parenthetically (and definitely parasitically) to scientific
publishing giants like Elsevier – and this parenthetical attaches quite neatly to
controversies in science about open-access publishing. While some professional
scientists are pushing for free and open access to scientific knowledge by creating new
publishing models, most are not (or do not have a choice in the matter). The work that
these article pirates are doing is forcibly opening access to closed journals, temporarily
increasing the circulation of scientific knowledge by creating a parenthetical space for
discourse around science. Parasiting off of these pirate databases are "journal clubs"
among DIYbio researchers who get together to read and discuss scientific articles they
have downloaded. For the pirates, opening access to scientific knowledge is about
producing a space where new meaning can be made about scientific knowledge by
examining scientific publications. Doing work in this “newly created” parenthetical space
are matters of learning the content of a scientific article, how to read them, and how to
parse the peculiar style in which they are written.
This “critique” of contemporary intellectual property regimes extends back to
the actual production of scientific knowledge itself (rather than simply its dissemination)
One particular “professional” scientist wanted to do a component of their botanical
research at one of these community laboratories because if they did it "at their
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(university) lab, the university would own the patent," and could do whatever they
wanted with it – the implication being licensing it for exorbitant amounts of money. This
was not out of personal greed, but because they wanted to be able to control the
products of their own research – to release the genetically-modified plant for free use,
rather than patent and license it. In this way, the space of a DIY laboratory can directly
serve as an adjacent place to materially critique the intellectual property regime of the
academic-industrial complex (without resorting to piracy).
Because DIY biologists are mostly performing their scientific work in a
parenthetical space of their life ("in their free time"), their practice of biological science
serves as an interruption to the flow of their everyday lives. Many of my interlocutors
got involved with DIYbio because they have a historical interest in biology (usually "I
liked biology class in high school, but then decided to become an engineer"). Once their
career path is set in one direction, such as computer science or engineering, they have
the time (and money) to get involved in something else they enjoy. These particular
kinds of interlocutors make up the bulk of those whom I have met in the course of my
fieldwork. Some treat biological research as mere hobby and place it subordinate
(parenthetical) to their "real life," but others find that this hobby turns into much more
and they attempt to make it their "day job."

2.2

Extensions
One of these extended meanings of the parenthetical is, according to certain

writing (style) manuals, for parenthetical citation. This allows the writer to place outside
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texts into our own, as a kind of parasite (para-cite). When we access another text in
"our" text, we are placing it in parentheses, giving it space, and letting it in (willingly or
otherwise) (Derrida 1977). This is the writer's most difficult parasite ethic; we might
plagiarize – refer to without giving reference. We must let these parasites into our work
and let them interrupt our flow. The style guide gives us guidance on how to reference
everything from personal communication and conference presentations, to published
work. Without parenthetically (parasitically) acknowledging the places and people we
parasite from, we interrupt the flows of our parasitic chain and merely parasite from
others.

2.3

Parasite Ethics
Parasitism takes place when the parasite (called thus by the owner, jealously
defending his own, his oikos) comes to live off the life of the body in which it
resides – and when, reciprocally, the host incorporates the parasite to an extent,
willy nilly offering it hospitality: providing it with a place. The parasite then 'takes
place.' And at bottom, whatever violently 'takes place' or occupies a site is always
something of a parasite. Never quite taking place is thus part of its performance,
of its success as an event, of its taking-place. (Derrida 1977)

Relatedly, and parasitically, Michel Serres writes that the parasite is about
interruption (just as the parenthetical interrupts) (Serres 1997). His translator, in a
preface (a kind of parenthetical itself) feels the need to make special mention of Serres'
use of "parasite." "In French, the word has three meanings: a biological parasite, a social
parasite, and static. The English parasite corresponds only to the first two meanings in
French. Thus the reader should always be aware of this additional resonance in the
French that is not translatable into English" (Lawrence Schehr in (Serres 1997)). When
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we read, and I write, about the parasite to which Serres is referring, there is alwaysalready a parenthetical attached to it, adding a third adjacent meaning to a word that
already has two (in English, allegedly). Ironically (and certainly intentionally), "parasite"
is parasitized (made noisy) by its own meaning in a different place (language). Serres
eventually reaches an understanding where the distinct (but related) meanings of
parasite figure into a "singular" meaning, or where "physical noise (static), living animal,
and human relation – suddenly start to beat time together to the same rhythm and with
the same sounds" (Serres 1997). The three discrete definitions of parasite are less
distinct because they are all indicative of a particular kind of relationship: the parasitic.
Serres suggests that this parasitic relation is the base relation to which we refer when
we talk about any relations, making it a sort of "ur-relation." The one-way transfer of
the parasite exists before all relations – anything that we talk about in other terms of
relations are just extensions or refigurations of this relationship. He relates (or someone
talking about this) this to the gift and the types of exchanges it addresses; the taking of
the gift happens after one gives a gift, and one gives a gift only after the "debt" of the
giving has occurred. This is of course paradoxical. But do we need to deal with it before
continuing? (No.)

2.4

Parasites On/Of Biology
Coming from a (professional?) biological sciences background, parasite has deep

resonance for me in the "first" meaning (which is not very different from the others).
Parasites do not exist on their own, but are a part of a fragmented host(parasite)
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relationship: separated and discontinuous, its productive process relies on some
supposed quantum of difference from its host. If it were more connected, it would be a
symbiont; less connected, it would be its own organism. The fragmentation in
host(parasite), and the parasitic taking without the return, disconnects the two and
forms the center of the parasitic relationship. This disconnection is also a connection: a
parasite cannot exist without its host, and arguably vice versa. The form that the
host(parasite) has taken is because of the other, through co-evolution between them. In
this connected/disconnected way, they are both together and apart, shaped by and
shaping each other through an elaborate game of biological trickery. The parasite
cannot get into the host without an invitation, regardless of the host's intention to do
so. Each adapts to the other as they collaborate on new tricks against the other. The
ways in which the host exists, the ways in which it can exist, are shaped by its relations
with its never-absent parasites. While the host probably wants to be away from its
parasite, all the parasite wants is to be with its host.
Part of the difficulty with writing in the parasite frame is that much of the writing
in biology (and in STS texts regarding biology) centers on "the harmony of the organism"
(Keller 1983; Keller 2002; Goodfield 1991). Metaphors from biology (lovely as they may
be) are replete with notions of symbiosis, mutual coexistence, and cooperation. This is
why we love them so. When we think and use biological metaphors, everything has a
place and a role to play. Even the most "red in tooth and claw" predator-prey relations
are subsumed into the harmonious "food web," where energy and materials and
sociality circulate, giving a unifying purpose to all that is biological. The parasite does not
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have a place in this web, its position is at the periphery, adjacent to the web – parasites
siphon from the harmonious unity of circulation, redirecting its flows and making the
neat boundaries of the food web full of excess noise. For biological metaphor, the
parasite is noise in the discourse of self/other (host(parasite)); they are not about
harmony or unity, they live in the fragmentation and excesses of the biological
metaphors of wholeness and unity. The place that the parasite exists in is a chain (Serres
1997), which is a series of one-way relations which end somewhere – there is no loop or
web. Instead of a game of cat's cradle (Haraway 1994), the parasite plays a game of "hot
potato," which leaves someone left holding the potato in the end and getting burned
(parasited).
Taxonomy, another kind of biological discourse, has trouble with parasites as
well. For biologists (and Stefan Helmreich) categorizing parasites requires bumping
taxonomy into an adjacent space, suggesting that "parataxonomies" are needed:
structures where taxonomic categories privilege different things (taste, smell, etcetera,
not things that were particularly important to Carl Linnaeus) (Helmreich 2008). Arguing
about what exactly constitutes a parasite, and the host(parasite) relationship, is welldocumented – and two biologists, Brooks & McLennan, suggest that the usual method
for biologists is to produce a temporary "working definition" in each attempt to discuss
parasites, which makes talking about parasites a bit fragmented (Brooks and McLennan
1993). This means that for every biologist who is talking about parasites, there exists a
different definition of the parasite, and its corresponding host(parasite) relationship,
suggesting that parasites always-already exist in a parenthetical taxonomic discourse.
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In order to make some sense out of this parenthetical taxonomic discourse on
parasites, Brooks & McLennan construct a parataxonomy (what they call a "parascript")
of parasites that re-centers the host(parasite) relationship from the host to the parasite,
suggesting that there can be a kind of taxonomic unity in the "disunity" of the parasite.
Most of the work that has been done in parasitology is host-focused, leaving evolution
and speciation of the parasite as mere excess of the host's evolution. (Not to mention
that parasites and parasitology are seen as a "degenerate" science by some evolutionary
biologists!) Traditionally, the taxonomic "problem" of the parasite is that it is treated as
excess: it is noise in traditional host-centered taxonomic systems. When one tries to pin
down (in the biological sense – to catalog) what a parasite is and how it evolves in this
system, it slips away. Brooks & McLennan switch the discursive center (from "host" to
"parasite"), and show that the relation of parasite(host) can create the same kind (type)
of systemic taxonomic knowledge as host(parasite). Perhaps reflexively, this discursive
de-centering and re-centering is metaphorically the same as the "host-switching" that
they suggest is the unifying characteristic of parasites.
This host-switching is one thing that does stand out in the biological literature,
and seems to be "that one special trick" that all parasites can use. Brooks and McLennan
suggest that when a parasite switches host, they do more than just switch hosts. They of
course change where they live and what they eat (which may or may not be better than
before), but they also relocate their geography. Because various species of hosts have
different modes of travel and geographic distribution according to their biological niche,
this host-switching can spread one particular species of parasite into a new area, and
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provide new hosts to parasite with – this biological trick of the parasite is a
multiplicative parasite mechanism; by taking-place in a new host (biologically), it also
takes-place (geographically). (A social parasite can do this as well, moving from house to
house with every meal, taking what they can get and moving on to more generous hosts
when the current ones are no longer willing to feed them.) By existing outside of (but
still attached) to their hosts, the flexible parasite can trick their way into everything.
In their excess, parasites do not play by the standard rules of "harmonious"
biology – they instead express a working knowledge of said rules in their wily and skillful
exploitation of the rules and their roles. The parasite does not ask what is an
appropriate biological relationship, it makes a relationship no matter how inappropriate,
illicit, or unwanted it may be, and switches hosts seemingly at will. Much like LeviStrauss' bricoleur, the parasite works with what it has (Levi-Strauss 1966). Anthrax
parasites from all it can, switching hosts from the soil, to cows, to farmers, to consumers
of the cow's milk and meat, and then to all of France (Latour 1988). Anthrax's politics
are about taking-place (para-siting) from its bovine and human hosts, and in the end,
the only thing that can interrupt the (anthrax) parasite is Louis Pasteur's parasitism on
the microbe (Serres 1997; Latour 1988). If we see Louis Pasteur as the progenitor of a
particular parasitic scientific method, it is perhaps the parasites of DIYbio that can
interrupt his research program.
To further complicate attempts at making a singular meaning (readers should
know better than to even try this), what I would like to do is add more parenthetical
meanings to parasite, suggesting that there are many more than the three meanings
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that Serres uses (biological, social, noise). One of these is what George Marcus calls a
para-site: a space that exists adjacent to an institution and is actively created by those
that inhabit it. (Marcus also derives this from Serres, making it doubly-parasitic.) This
space is created in order to elicit change in that institution, or to survive/navigate
changes in it. A para-site is not about bravely resisting change, Marcus writes, but about
the "ways and means by which they (members of the institution) construct alternative
space itself inside or in relation to major sites" (Marcus 2000). Space here can mean
either a literal place or a shared cultural "space" (which may not exist in any particular
place); the importance of the para-site is that it describes a set of relations around or
about things. The work done in a space like this is the same kind of cultural work that is
indicated by the pun made in taking "parasite" apart into para-site, parasiting the
concept by shifting the relationships implied in the word. The complicity with which
interlocutors who make/inhabit para-sites indicates complicated (parasitic) relationships
wherever any relation with them is made. Parasites and hosts are complicit with each
other and the relationship is ethically and materially complex.
But the parasite is even more complicated a place/thing then this little bit of
additional noise suggests. A para-site is also an experimental system (Rheinberger
1997). Hans-Jorg Rheinberger writes the experimental system as a "fuzzy" thing where
the bulk of scientific work is actually done. For my interlocutors, their experimental
work is not only done on the bench, but also on the laboratory itself. Their scientific
methods and practices are experimentally active in ways that traditional institutional
sciences have ceased experimenting on. When I invoke the parasite, I am also referring
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to its implicit experimentalism, which relies on a fundamental adjacency to the norm in
order to create the future, much like Rheinberger's experimental system relies on
differance.
When doing parasite work, it is difficult to separate the theory from practice.
These two things are generally made distinct from each other (in some tenuous
theory/practice dichotomy), but due to the epistemological strangeness of
anthropological work (ethnography in particular), Marcus' para-site is perhaps both and
neither theory or practice. A para-site is something that needs to be made – in order to
do para-site ethnography well, one must be a parasite and make a para-site. When a
social scientist begins their research, they are the uninvited guest, a parasite, eating at a
table that is not theirs. The ethnographer receives "data," and the research subject loses
time. What happens next is a matter of ethics. Thinking about research through Serres'
parasite makes visible the various ways in which we are parasites; as "ethical" social
science researchers we must contend with this and continue our work past the parasite
phase of our research (life) cycles. So, a parenthetical about this will hopefully elucidate
some of what I mean:
(Every week I spent at Genspace, I met another cadre of journalists – most
writing on spec (they would write an article, then attempt to find a 'buyer' for their
work). My interlocutors expressed both glee and a deep stress at the sheer number of
journalists, who were usually offering 'publicity,' but not of the free kind. The actual cost
of these interviews was in time spent, usually ten hours a week (total among all of the
key members). Some of the issues encountered by my interlocutors from journalists
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were inexperience, or dishonesty, regarding the time that an interview would take.
Several times, a 'short' interview turned into a three-hour slog through questions that
my interlocutors had answered many times before, and the answers to which were
easily available from already in-print articles. After a couple of months of watching this,
and not doing interviews myself, all of my interlocutors expressed some gratitude to me
for not 'putting them through that' and 'actually giving something back to them.' I
assured them that my “interviews” would be different. I would almost certainly not ask
them the same boring and repetitious questions that were inflicted upon them weekly
by researchers studying them. The 'stuff I was doing now' (participant observation) was
the more important part of my research. And the rapport we developed would
hopefully make any conversations we might have in the course of my participant
observation more casual and interesting for them. These conversations would be more
along the lines of the conversations that colleagues might have in the course of working
together to produce meaning and significance together.
This problem quickly became a matter of serious para-site research ethics for
me. Even though my interlocutors are used to speaking from the privileged position of
scientific expertise, when relating to journalists, their power position is inverted, placing
them in a bind where they feel like they *cannot* say no to interview requests. This
concern was articulated to me by several interlocutors. I find this particularly troubling,
because the main currency of the DIY realm is that of time – my interlocutors spend an
astounding amount of time working on their projects, and since "amateurs don't get
paid," time spent by members is largely what makes their spaces able to operate at all.
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Having discovered this over years of fieldwork in Boston, I felt that what I could do to
reciprocate the time my interlocutors spent with me on my work was to build a parasite with them.
One interesting anecdote from my work at both Genspace and BOSSLAB was
that because of my position as credentialed academic researcher, my interlocutors
'passed off' the more irritating journalists to me – I could tell them what they wanted to
know in a rather concise manner or "waste their time and tell them to shove off"
without repercussions to the space. At a stressful invited guest speaker's talk (which was
over-attended by the public, and under-staffed), I was tasked to accompany (babysit)
some journalists who insisted on taking stock footage of the laboratory during the
event. (This turned out to be a failure because they wanted to film one of the founders
"doing science" in the space.) Part of building a para-site is dealing with the parasites.
(Not all journalists were like this. The 'best kind' were the ones who did not stop by
simply for interviews. They purchased my interlocutors lunch, or bought pizza and beer
for the PCR & Pizza night. As far as I could tell, what differentiated these journalists was
that they were not “merely” parasites.)

2.5

Amateur/Professional
A part of this project is also to trace out some of the history of "amateur" science

– the doings of science outside of traditional institutional boundaries, and one problem
that I face is the historical work of trying to compare the current space of amateur
science to ones that have existed before. This is a particularly difficult task, as the social,
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material, and epistemological conditions are obviously different now than they have
been at other times in history. To compare as a whole the current movements in
amateur biology to historical ones I feel might do a disservice to those currently in the
practice of “parasite science.” While amateur science has existed for quite a long time,
the form that it takes today is in a way, beyond (away from) comparison. Currently, and
especially for DIY biology, the "movement" is fragmented, with many different kinds of
work being done for many different kinds of motivations, and by many different people.
These motivations vary between individuals and groups performing DIY biology, and
have been very well discussed by other authors (Meyer 2015; Meyer 2008; Meyer 2014;
Roosth 2010; Tocchetti 2014; Tocchetti and Aguiton 2015; Delfanti 2014).
Much of this work done with DIYbio (as of the writing of this dissertation) is
focused on analysis: classifying and describing the work that DIY biologists are doing
(definitely including my own work). What I see as the result of this is an analytic
conceptualization of DIY biology that is too often saying "there's nothing new to see
here," or "this is business as usual for science." This is not a value judgment on the work
of other scholars; I think that what they/we are doing is important in laying the
groundwork for a future of science studies that takes into account the rapid
development of new technical systems (such as the Internet, and distributed
manufacturing like 3D printing) and their effect on every human institution. What I feel
is missing from our ever-growing literature about do-it-yourself biology are synthetic
theoretical frames whose grounding is in the work that our interlocutors are doing – this
work will be an attempt to create and use a different theoretical framework, in order to
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sidestep the problematic "amateur/professional" binary that is the center of the
theories that we have used thus far. This amateur/professional boundary is largely
based on (professional) scientists' accounts of the world and is consequently an
internalist conception of what constitutes science; what I am suggesting here is that the
“boundary work” which has been historically mobilized against “amateur” scientists was
in the service of maintaining the power and position of institutional science, and
remains the case today.
Specifically regarding DIY biologists, calling them "amateurs" is disingenuous, as
most of them are credentialed experts in one field or another (including biology). Most
have at least a college degree, or are currently pursuing one. Second, the distinction
between what constitutes a "professional" and an "amateur" has been well theorized in
the STS literature, focusing mostly on contrived notions of expertise (Collins and Evans
2002; Brown 2009; Gieryn 1983). Dividing up our interlocutors based on credentialbased notions of expertise openly suggests that their work may be dismissed as not
relevant, not able to contribute to the body of scientific knowledge, or even that their
presence is detrimental to science, because they are "amateurish." While suggesting
that our interlocutors are parasites may not be any better than suggesting they are
amateurish, it at least does not presumptively dismiss them and the work that they do.
A benefit of the parasite framework is that it requires a discussion of complicity with the
institutions from which DIY biologists are para-siting/parasiting, along with an ethical
obligation to avoid generalization. Theories that suggest that do-it-yourself biology is
"democratizing science" or producing “citizen scientists” can easily ignore existing
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material and social stratifications, and I think that using the parasite framework can help
to better understand the landscape in which our interlocutors are working.
One reason to move away from the amateur/professional-centric theoretical
tools is that they have been developed to help to resolve or analyze disputes between
scientists and non-scientists, or the boundaries between them – the DIY biologists that
we work with are doing things that do not neatly fit into the categories of "amateur,"
"professional," "layperson," or "non-scientist." Even worse (for us) than not fitting into
these categories, they actively (and perhaps intentionally) make attempts at classifying
them into those categories difficult.
Historical comparisons to contemporary DIY biology that I will make in this work
come from different historical groups of ”amateurs” such as antiquarians, astronomers,
chemists, physicists, and biologists/botanists, almost entirely from the Victorian Era.
One part of the reason for this is the similar deep stratification of wealth, and the
reliance on material forms of wealth required to be a "professional" in both Victorian
and contemporary eras. As we will see from the historical literature I later reference,
disputes between amateurs and professionals regarding the production of legitimate
scientific knowledge in the Victorian Era was deeply linked to rigid socioeconomic
classes. The distinctions between amateur and professional were constructed to literally
reproduce the status quo of the British class structure in the scientific realm. While I do
not see the same reproductions happening within do-it-yourself biology at present, the
purpose of my examining Victorian era scientific disputes gives me a way to suggest that
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contemporary amateur/professional disputes have less to do with scientific knowledge
itself, and more to do with maintaining a particular status quo.
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3. (Para)biopolitics
Where I would place the beginning of the DIYbio "movement" that is (and is not)
the subject of my research is around 2004, during Steve Kurtz’s Kafkaesque experience
with the FBI, where I see a point of increased visibility of "amateur" biological research,
in part due to public and governmental concerns about bioterrorism. The amount of
fear about bioterrorism was high, as the terrorist “Amerithrax” anthrax attacks were
fresh in everyone’s mind: law enforcement agencies were especially paranoid over “lone
wolf” perpetrators of bioterrorism. What happened to Kurtz, in his own words:
…I woke up that morning and found that my wife had died in her sleep.
And kind of after a moment of shock that slowly broke into a kind of panic, I
made my way to the telephone, called 911. They came quite rapidly. And as they
looked around, they did as they had to do when a woman who, quite young at
this age, forty-five, dies in their home and called the police. And the police came
out and secured my home, and then three detectives showed up. And for the rest
of that day, I was pretty much interrogated as a murder suspect.
And one of the things that caught the police attention’s eye was my home
lab, which was filled with pretty basic innocuous equipment that I primarily use
for molecular biology, for DNA experiments. And they wondered why I had that,
and I explained to them that I was a professor at UB, University of Buffalo, and
that my specialty was the intersection between art and science, and this was part
of the basic equipment I needed to have, that the university didn’t supply us
studios, so we had to create our own space for it. And, you know, I showed them
work I had done online, showed them my resume, showed them catalogs. But
they weren’t particularly convinced by that, and they were more convinced by the
idea that if someone has scientific equipment in their home that they’re probably
up to something nefarious. And as the detectives left that afternoon, they were
of the opinion that the FBI was going to want to talk to me.
So the following day, as I went out to go to the funeral home to make
arrangements for my wife’s cremation, about three or four FBI cars came
screeching up, and I was put into illegal detention and basically soft-rendered,
meaning I didn’t have to get drugged and flown off to Guantanamo. It was much
nicer than that. It was the pleasant way to get rendered. They take you to a hotel
and hold you there without charge, without being Miranda-ized, and put you
through a lighter style of interrogation. (Goodman and Kurtz 2008)
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Kurtz was later brought before a grand jury, which declined to charge him (and a
colleague) with bioterrorism, but a later charge indicted them under a federal statute
concerning mail fraud (the bacteria in question were shipped across state lines –
something that is a routine and generally unquestioned occurrence in scientific
correspondence). All charges against Kurtz were summarily dismissed, and he was freed
from this debacle after four years, in 2008, around the time of the first meeting of
BOSSLAB.

3.1

(Pasteurian) Microbiopolitics
Michel Foucault discusses his concept of biopolitics as the disciplinary

mechanisms of biopower: either the overt or subtle control over how people may live
and die (Foucault 1990). What would help to produce a better understanding of the
cultural and political space that surrounds both historical and contemporary biological
research is an elaboration of more of the mechanisms of biopolitics, specifically the
microbiopolitical. As the allusion to biopolitics in microbiopolitics suggests, the
regulation and disciplining of activities about human bodies is a key component of this –
Heather Paxson writes that microbiopolitics is about "dissent over how to live with
microorganisms reflects disagreement about how humans ought to live with one
another" (Paxson 2008).
Paxson traces the history of microbiopolitics back to the advent of germ theory
with Pasteur and Koch, where the tools to identify, classify, and control microbial life
were developed. Since the construction of the microbiological laboratory, the dominant
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logics of practice for microbial (micro-) and population management (biopolitics) have
been in a “Pasteurian mode” of monitoring/containment of a readily identifiable "other"
(microbial or human) (Latour 1988; Paxson 2008; Wald 2008). The practice of
Pasteurianism totalizes action with regards to microbes and populations by enacting a
complete othering of anything outside of the "self" of the social body (whether it be
microbes or persons), and implies that the technique for managing bodily infiltration by
the other is via assimilation (changing the other to suit the needs of the self) or
elimination (removing them as a “threat”). In other words, to be "permitted" to
participate in mainstream (Pasteurian) Western culture, microbes or persons need to be
assimilated through normative hygiene practices ("cultural" assimilation of immigrants,
or creating GMOs) or eliminated because they are a threat to the functioning of the
"pure social relations" of the "healthy social body" (Latour 1988; Kraut 1995). What we
can see through a microbiopolitical lens is not a "metonym" of human relations in
bacterial ones, but a mirroring of the structure of relations at both microbial and human
levels of culture; the interactions between microbes and humans tend to be mirror
images of the interactions between humans and other humans (Paxson 2008).
One shared space between Paxson's work and my own is that of "safety" – in
Paxson's case for the practice of making cheese, and in my case for the practice of
science. Microbiopolitically, each place where work is done is regulated by government
agencies whose job it is to both construct and enforce "safety." To perform
cheesemaking safely (according to the FDA and USDA), milk must be pasteurized (made
sterile) and cheese made in a sterile environment, from starter cultures known to be
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“safe.” This is the "sterile Pasteurian dream of safety regulators…" (Paxson 2012), where
“safety” is produced through the elimination of harmful microbes.
These kinds of Pasteurian microbiopolitics can also be revealed in how “safety”
in microbiological laboratories is constructed: hygienic management of microbes,
parasites, and persons are requirements for all degrees of biosafety according to the
CDC's biosafety manual (Chosewood and Wilson 2009). While discourses of “safety”
imply a kind of apolitical disciplinary apparatus, in all of their recommendations the
authors of the CDC biosafety manual utilize Pasteurianism, discussing “safety” as a
matter of containment and isolation of the microbial, parasitic, and human “other” in
very much the same ways that Paxson discussed the FDA’s safety recommendations for
cheesemakers. Microscopically, “safety” can be produced through standard Pasteurian
practices of microbiological research (sterilizing glassware, hand washing, the use of
physical barriers like gloves and “fume hoods,” etcetera), which ensures a separation
between the “self” of the laboratory and the “other” of the outside environment.
“Macroscopic” containment can be ensured through window and door locks (for
humans), and by having “pest management” procedures to contain parasites like insects
(cockroaches, flies, ants, etcetera) and rodents (rats, mice, etcetera). The
microbiopolitics of safety are performed through practice and by laboratory
structuration, but also through institutions: “safe” biological research needs to be a set
of practices done in the laboratory by a researcher, a laboratory must have certain kinds
of structures (walls, secured doors and windows), and also must have some institutional
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oversight in order to enforce those “safe” bench-top practices and maintain the physical
and social structures of the laboratory.
These kinds of Pasteurian microbiopolitics are not just limited to the happenings
within the walls of the laboratory, government agencies (such as the FBI) also practice
microbiopolitics of “safety” in similar ways. What began to happen in the early 21st
century was the emerging "war on terror," the microbiopolitics of which were (and are)
Pasteurian monitoring and extermination of terrorist cells (e.g., anthrax, botulism,
tularemia) and the terrorist cells that might use them (e.g., al Qaeda). This doubled
meaning of “terrorist cells” between microbes and humans suggests that
microbiopolitics are at work. In the case of biosafety, terrorist cells like anthrax,
botulism, and smallpox are subject to the same kinds of state intervention as terrorist
cells like Al-Qaeda (e.g., they must be exterminated). Part of what I see as the reason
for the FBI treating Steve Kurtz as a bioterrorist was because they had no way for
assessing or responding to microbiological science done outside of the confines of an
institutional laboratory, aside from the aforementioned Pasteurian modes of
containment, control, and extermination.
Part of the “problem” of the practice of DIY biology is a result of Pasteurian
microbiopolitics which require that “safety” be performed through relatively rigid
microbiological procedures and institutions. While these Pasteurian “benchtop”
practices are relatively easy to perform, the creation and maintenance of institutions
generally requires a collective effort. In this way, to practice safety in the “proper”
(Pasteurian) manner, the presumption is that scientific research must be done inside of
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an institutional laboratory. Paxson’s “problem” of artisanal cheesemaking is similar, in
that small cheesemakers do not always have institutions supporting their work:
sometimes it is just a dairy farmer in their kitchen. A slippage in the operation of
Pasteurian microbiopolitics occurs in both Paxson’s and my work in the same area –
around the treatment of our respective interlocutors by government agencies. The FDA
and USDA responded to artisanal cheesemakers using raw (unpasteurized) milk as
though the entirety of their cheesemaking process was unsafe, and the FBI responded
to Steve Kurtz as though he were making deadly bioweapons.

3.2

(Post-Pasteurian) Microbiopolitics
This kind of slippage is made very apparent in that artisan cheesemakers could

make “safe cheese” without Pasteurian microbiopolitical regimes, which led Paxson to
suggest that contemporary microbiopolitics are undergoing a shift from a "Pasteurian"
mode into a "post-Pasteurian" one, where the relations between people and microbes is
made more complicated through the use and valuation of some microbes as having
beneficial biological and social roles. Some microbes do interrupt the "pure" social
relations of humans, but others help to ensure them ("probiotics"). Where the
Pasteurian mode suggests mechanisms of hegemonic control, separation, and
elimination of the microbial (and human) other, the post-Pasteurian suggests
cooperation and co-construction of environments and products.
One example of the post-Pasteurian with regards to do-it-yourself biology is a
piece of scientific work done by a Stanford professor on the electrical sensitivity of
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paramecia, a single-celled protozoa that lives (almost) everywhere. What he found was
that when exposed to an electrical field, the paramecia would move away from the
direction of the current (positive to negative) – of course the researchers at Genspace’s
first impulse was to turn this into a video game. They developed a “Pac-Man” like game
involving shifting electrical current back and forth to navigate these single-celled
organisms through a virtual maze on a smartphone screen. (See Figure 3.1) Their
motivation behind this began as "this is cool!" and quickly absorbed the
(microbio)politics of Genspace, adapting their motivations from "mere interest" into
educational ones. By assembling a "fun" way to interact with microbes, these
researchers felt that it could be used to introduce children (and other interested parties)
to the different ways in which microbes lived, and to help imagine new ways of
interacting with and thinking about microbes. When they present this project
("Bioarcade") at Maker Faires, it generally shocks the audience in a very intellectually
stimulating way. Many electronics hackers have a nascent interest in biology, but
because their expertise lies in modifying electronics, they do not necessarily think of the
intersections between biology and their primary interests. What seeing this project does
is enroll these electronics hackers into the world of DIY biology, suggesting that they too
can explore the world of the microbe by utilizing their hacking interests.
Microbiopolitically it enrolls them into the post-Pasteurian, suggesting to them that
microbes do not need to be treated in a Pasteurian way, opening up possibilities for
collaborations with microbes that have not existed before.
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Figure 3.1: Wetpong, fully assembled. Components are, left to right: smartphone,
microscope assembly, microcontroller assembly (inside black box) and control pad
(inside white box), laptop computer display mirrored from phone

Continuing with the post-Pasteurianism that DIY biologists are involved with,
another example of this is building places with bioartists to do artistic/scientific work.
Many artists who want to work in a biological medium find themselves unable to gain
scientific expertise or find spaces to do their work through institutional means – what
laboratories like Genspace allow is the means to gain that expertise, and a place to
safely do their work. One of the founders of Genspace is a bioartist whose project (at
the time of my fieldwork) was to expose a certain strain of sound-sensitive bacteria to
different tones to produce biological manifestations of both sound and "quorum
sensing." Speaking in the host(parasite) frame, her work was about making art, but
parenthetically it was also a scientific experiment – while there had been some research
into this strain's response to sound, it was not well developed within the “professional”
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scientific community. In other words, this project was not about Pasteurially
experimenting on microbes to gain insight into how they worked (or how to kill them),
but rather to post-Pasteurially collaborate with them in order to make beautiful works
of art.
One other example of a shift in a different place from Pasteurianism to postPasteurianism, is in the FBI's treatment of DIY biologists, where a Pasteurian mode of
overt state control is shifting into (creepy) post-Pasteurian modes of surveillance.
Paxson states that the post-Pasteurian relies on categorization as a means of control:
understanding how different kinds of microbes and people “fit” into human social
worlds and at their most basic level, distinguishing between "the good" and "the bad"
kinds of disruptions (Paxson 2012). By the FBI closely monitoring what microbes and
people are doing via surveillance, the "self/other" binary categorization of
Pasteurianism explodes into a multitude of categories with varying degrees of
good/bad(/ugly). What we can see here is a subtle shift in the governmentality of the
state from Pasteurian to post-Pasteurian, by examining their interactions with the FBI’s
biosecurity enforcement apparatus. Tocchetti and Aguiton suggest that there is some
intermingling between the FBI and DIYbio, creating a “collaborative” overlap (rather
than “one-way hegemonic control”) between the two organizations (Tocchetti and
Aguiton 2015). While these authors do not use the microbiopolitical framework, this
kind of collaboration does suggest to me a kind of shift into the post-Pasteurian. While
some “amateurs” were originally treated as a biosecurity threat (Steve Kurtz), they later
became reframed as biosecurity "collaborators." (Andrew Lakoff has also documented
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this kind of shift in biosecurity policy at length with specific regards to biothreat
construction and management (Lakoff 2008).)
To return to where we started: the microbes that Steve Kurtz was using were
harmless and the issue that policing agencies took with his work (and what they
attempted prosecution for) was not about the microbes he had, but that his work was
not being done in the "proper place" of an institutional laboratory and without direct
institutional oversight (in part because he was not able to gain access to institutional
laboratory space).

3.3

Parabiopolitics
What I would like to discuss now is the intersection between biopolitics and the

parasite, in a similar style to Paxson’s microbiopolitics, which she refers to as the
"means of social regulation carried out through control of microbial life" (Paxson 2012).
This “parasitic” concept (and its host) refers to the cultural work and organization of
biopower, but are not centered about the parasite. There are indeed parasites, places,
and noise implicit in microbiopolitics’ definitions and metaphors. I do not mean to say
that my field sites do not have and perform microbiopolitics, but that they also have
something else: the parenthetical parasite. The biopolitics that parabiopolitics refers to
overlaps with microbiopolitics, and refers to certain specific places where it gets fuzzy or
noisy. To put it “simply,” parabiopolitics refers to the mechanisms of biopower that
happen through or in parasitic relations.
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In this way, parabiopolitics is a parasite on other theoretical frames. Where one
frame may explain a particular aspect of some happenings, parabiopolitics attaches
itself to that host and parenthetically explains something happening alongside of, or in
addition it, subtly shifting its meaning into an adjacent site. My use of both biopolitics
and biopower is noisy, referring to Foucault and those that follow him, and also to the
politics of life and living things themselves. For the purposes of my discussion of these, I
will try not to ignore the political agency of organisms that are not generally considered
to be parts of (human) political life, in line with the ways that biopolitics and biopower
have been used by authors following Foucault (Helmreich 2008; Paxson 2012; Rose
2006; Haraway 1990), and also in the STS literature regarding non-human agency (Callon
1984; Latour 1988).
Michel Serres discusses the parasite as a shift in the way that we think about
sociality, which is to refigure seemingly "mutually beneficial" relationships into one-way
mechanisms of power, control, or materials. This is productive for Bruno Latour in The
Pasteurization of France, because his conception of the laboratory is a space where
power and control are inverted (between microbe and scientist) (Latour 1988). Latour's
most powerful question in this regard (which is parasited from Serres) is "who or what
does not gain?" – in other words "who is at the end of the chain of parasitism?" The
mechanisms by which Pasteur's "fulcrum" of the laboratory operates is by taking a
parasitic relationship and inverting its material relations, leading to new parasitic
relations being created in the “social world.” Outside the laboratory, Latour’s example
of a parasitic chain is that of a scientist trying to parasite on a microbe (to capture it),
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and the microbe parasiting on "society" by causing disease and disruption in the human
social world. Inside a laboratory, however, the microbe must rely on the scientist to
survive, effectively forcing the microbe into an inversion of the "natural" parasitic
relation. Following this (biological) parasite movement, Pasteur and his followers were
able to leverage this para-site of the “natural world” into “social worlds” like
epidemiology, agriculture, and economics (Latour 1988). Paxson suggests this as the
formative space for the Pasteurian microbiopolitics – where the relations of a "natural"
biological world and a human "social" world were intersected and a site (the
microbiological laboratory) was created that could be host to disciplinary work
simultaneously done in biological and social worlds, via microbiopolitics.
“Place” is important for thinking about parasites. Foucault locates biopower both
in and not in a place. "…power is situated and exercised at the level of life, the species,
the race, and the large-scale phenomena of population" (Foucault 1990). Biopower is
such a useful concept because it is not tied to a particular physical place, but rather an
imagined (cultural) space: we can only view species, races, and populations mediated
through technologies that have only 'recently' (historically speaking, in the last 300
years) been developed. Where I feel this concept is lacking is some fine-grained analytic
power in talking about "place." Biopower and biopolitics, for Foucault, are situated
about (human) bodies and the "body politic." What I hope to emphasize in
parabiopolitics is the intricacies and movements in and around places, both cultural and
geographic.
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One not-trivial (though it seems on the surface to be) component of my research
is tracing changes that happen in the microbiopolitical milieu by documenting and
commenting on how microbes are treated in culture "outside of" my field sites. Much of
the talk of microbes inside and outside of my sites is around the microbiome of the
human body, which can be microbiopolitically managed by ingesting "probiotics" (pills
or preparations of pure-cultured microbes) and "prebiotics" (which create favorable
intestinal conditions for the certain kinds of bacteria). In this way, microbiopolitics
implies an element of (literal) embodiment, suggesting that contemporary biopolitics is
about "care of the self” (Foucault 1988), albeit with a much more multi-species and
inclusive view of what counts as "the self."
Our bodies are spaces that are inhabited by many more organisms than just the
human. The Pasteurian microbiopolitics of self-care are about the elimination of all
microbes, through various cleansing rituals with varying effectiveness, like taking
antibiotics, hand-washing, and most insidiously, using hand sanitizer. In a postPasteurian way, the microbiopolitics of self-care have shifted from elimination of
microbes to the maintenance of a "balance" of beneficial microbes in the ecology of the
human body through the use of probiotics (microbes themselves) and prebiotics
(microbe food). A para-site of this is emerging microbiopolitical(parabiopolitical)
research around the "hygiene hypothesis" that suggests exposure to certain biological
parasites "tunes" the immune system into proper functioning, based on correlative
studies between early-life exposure to "unclean environments" and later being afflicted
with autoimmune disorders and diseases like asthma, (type 1) diabetes, Crohn’s disease,
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and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) (Strachan 1989; Morris, Barker, and Nelson 1987;
Barker et al. 1988; Hadley 2004). These suggest that the Pasteurian hygienic programs
and places we have made may be harming us at worst, or at best, not working as
intended.
3.3.1 Place and Space
According to George Marcus, complicity with established institutions is the
hallmark of a para-site. DIYbio (para)laboratories are constructed by persons with
existing relations to well-established institutions, and the creation of these spaces
requires a complicity that is materially and conceptually parasitic, as in the case of their
equipment, knowledge, and expertise procurement. The institutions that DIYbio is a
para-site of are mostly academic and commercial laboratories, and most interestingly,
law enforcement (FBI).
DIYbio (para-)laboratories overwhelmingly form in cities with a large number of
academic institutions and a history of local biotech boom-and-bust cycles, both of which
seem necessary to provide a surplus of cheaply available second-hand scientific
instrumentation and scientific labor (out-of-work scientists). Together, these make the
work of (materially) parasiting scientific equipment into the creation of a para-site very
easy: the parasite chooses an optimal location on its host – a place where they can most
easily thrive. The researchers that inhabit these places by virtue of having come from
academia and commercial scientific institutions know where to procure their
equipment, how to build it themselves, and how to maintain laboratory spaces.
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In his discussion of the tensions and disconnects between laboratory and field
sciences, Robert Kohler centers the difference about the construction of places – he
figures the laboratory as a place where "laboratory workers eliminate the element of
place from their experiments" (Kohler 2002). Knowledge that comes out of and is made
in laboratories comes from a place of no-place. Laboratory-produced knowledge, by
"virtue" of its placelessness is supposed to be universalizable and generalizable to
anywhere, because it is “situated nowhere.” Of course this is a parabiopolitical move –
by creating a para-site (of nature) that has its natural place stripped away, laboratory
scientists are producing supposedly "pure" and objective knowledge. This is identical to
the parasite move that Latour outlines in the case of Pasteur, biological facts that are
produced in the laboratory are supposed to be true everywhere; the para-site (of
nature) laboratory parabiopolitically manipulates biopower.
For “field” sciences, Kohler suggests that they are all about place, writing that if
claims to "objective" or universalizable knowledge are produced by field biologists,
those claims (and perhaps the biologists themselves) should be viewed with deep
suspicion. Their methods of knowledge production are different than laboratory
biologists, and they are not necessarily attempting to produce universal truth. This does
not mean that field biologists are not biologists, or are not producing knowledge – they
are still considered scientists, but of a different strain. If I am locating the site of
scientific knowledge production about biology in a parasitic move, what are the
parabiopolitics of field biologists? In one sense, a mode of parabiopolitics that I can read
into Kohler’s work is that field biologists can make a similar move as their laboritarian
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counterparts: they can make certain places in "the wild" like a laboratory, by making
laboratory instruments more rugged so that they can temporarily abduct a tiny portion
of nature into the diminutive placeless place of a sample container inside a (portable)
laboratory instrument (Kohler 2002). The temporary para-siting of natural objects into
the (para-)laboratory of the field instrument can parasite upon the authoritative
credibility of the laboratory to produce truth claims and subsequently, social power.
Another mode of parabiopolitics for field biologists (which has been deprecated
in recent history) is to parasitize on the “social status” of the scientist, either as a
gentleman or hero. The rough-and-tumble rugged explorer figure of the field biologist
no longer holds sway in our minds about the construction of scientific facts. The
particular subject/object binary that produced “objective knowledge,” with the advent
of the laboratory, shifted from credible witnesses (who draw on their vast experiences
to suggest they should be believed in Truthful accounts of nature) to credible objects
(instruments), which by virtue of their instrumental para-siting of nature, are
presupposed as the sole producers of Truthful accounts of nature.
3.3.2 Parasitic Biopolitics
Parabiopolitics can also be situated at the places that exist in the realm of
biopolitics that do not suggest cooperation and mutual aid. What the parasite
framework allows us to do is to see one-way relations everywhere. This is not
necessarily suggesting that there are not two-way or mutually-beneficial relations
among DIY biologists, but this framework specifically emphasizes the taking-without-
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giving of the parasite, and can allow us to follow where these relations lead and to
uncover particularly interesting practices and who is doing them.
We should return to the complex parasitism of Pasteur that Latour outlines;
Pasteur's parabiopolitics were to parasitize from the social a particular set of relations of
the self to the other. The "Pasteurianism" that Paxson discusses predates Pasteur – the
powerful social reasoning behind the experimental program of parasitology is the same
as the reasoning upon which Pasteur developed his program. Prior to the advent of
microbiology, macrobiological sciences, parasitology for example, existed in order to
study various parasites in order to finds ways to "purify" their human hosts and to
constitute parasite-free social relations. Where microbiology dealt with the microscopic
(using microscopes, naturally), studying (macro)parasites did not necessarily need this
set of instruments. Parasitologists worked with the parasites that they could see.
"Parasitologists' preoccupation with life cycles stems from the fact that they (life cycles,
not parasitologists) are so predictable that it is possible to design schemes for
interrupting infections in disease-causing species" (Brooks and McLennan 1993). The
interruption and disruption that parasites make, and the means for controlling them has
a discursive similarity to the way that Pasteur figured the actions of microbes. Parasites
must be (via Pasteurianism) eliminated because of the disruptions they cause – and only
with the creation of the microbiological laboratory (by Pasteur and his followers) did
microbiopolitics emerge as a means of managing biopower. The parasite laboratory (in
some cases a parasitology lab) is a place where Pasteurian microbiopolitics (and
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parabiopolitics) are situated, centering around the control and interruption of (parasite)
life cycles by para-siting them into the laboratory.
To talk about my interlocutors as parasites may do them some justice, as they
provide interruption to discussions regarding science-as-usual in many different places.
They are the noise in the neatly ordered epistemology of institutional science. The fly in
the ointment (or the tapeworm in the intestine). For example, in a conversation about
the Glowing Plant project run at BioCurious, one of the motivations was to "kick the
beehive" of anti-GMO sentiment. What they wanted to do was force a public discussion
of the safety of GMOs by using something rather innocuous and non-threatening (a
glowing plant). All of the GMOs that had been produced at the time were by
multinational agricultural conglomerates with a profit motive behind them. Some
members of the project were "simply" interested in seeing what would happen if
someone without massive amounts of money and political power were to make a GMO
and “release it into the world.” In this way, their harmless little glowing plant was meant
to be a (material) parabiopolitical fulcrum for discussion of the ethics and economics of
genetically modifying organisms. This means that one (potentially intended) outcome of
their project, aside from a ridiculously successful fundraiser and some interesting
glowing plants, was to cause Kickstarter to create a policy that banned GMOs as
potential rewards for backers of projects hosted there due to “backlash” about the
glowing plant project (Franzen 2013).
The fundamental differences between “amateur” DIY science and “professional”
laboratory science center about the places in which their scientific research happens
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and is utilized. By shifting the places in which discussions about biotechnology occur,
out of professional spaces of research, and out of “professionalized” discourses, DIY
biologists are able to parabiopolitically leverage their adjacent practices of science into
the creation of adjacent means of conceptualizing science and the places in which they
can take place (take-place). In other words, these noisy parabiopolitical mechanisms
which move between microscopic/macroscopic worlds and sociocultural/geographic
spaces, manipulate the host(parasite) relation in ways which can and do create new
knowledges and forms of knowledge.
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4. Paralaboratories: Experimental Fluctuations in the Lab

A great deal of the work in STS regarding (experimental) science deals with the
laboratory, discussing the various instruments, theories, epistemic spaces, scientists,
organisms, thought styles, and paradigms, that inhabit or spring forth from this place.
What has struck me about the body of the STS literature is that as a concept, the
"laboratory" has been uninterrograted, with few exceptions (Gooday 2008; Gieryn 1983;
Shapin 1988; Knorr Cetina 1999). In the laboratory is where experiments take place,
scientists create knowledge, experimental systems differentiate, and epistemic cultures
culture, but what exactly constitutes this "magical" place where so very much happens?
STS has been concerned with the work that happens in and about the laboratory
(inside/outside/around), what I am concerned with is what is happening on the
laboratory itself.
Because of the complicated boundary work (Gieryn 1983) that happens around
DIY biology, I would like to step slightly adjacent to arguments about the specific things
which constitute a laboratory by introducing and outlining two terms: paralaboratory
and parascientist. My reasoning behind introducing parasitic concepts for each of these
is because I want to draw specific attention to the interplay of stability and instability in
"laboratory," and additionally to sidestep the problematic amateur/professional binary
that arises from scientific boundary work about the laboratory. The
amateur/professional binary is an unstable one, as it reproduces the always-tenuous
nature/culture binary, where "amateur" suggests wild/untrained/uncultured/not
credible, and "professional" means domesticated/trained/cultured/credible.
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Historically, the laboratory itself has usually been seen as a transitory space
made of shifting limens and complicated meanings around/about them (Meyer 2008;
Gooday 2008). Gooday aptly navigates about the history of the laboratory and all of its
various meanings, saying that "some laboratories in some circumstances were not so
much culturally dominant institutions as interstitial entities, drawing their value and
meaning from the people and institutions with which they were juxtaposed, opposed,
and integrally networked" (Gooday 2008). In order for Gooday to make sense of the
historical mess around defining a laboratory, he suggests that study of the laboratory
not be replaced as the privileged center of STS work, but instead placed into the context
of larger social systems, so that the meanings of "laboratory" can be seen in particular
places and times. He documents one case where even among resolute professionals,
what constituted a laboratory was not fixed: field biologists (collecting and classifying
specimens) and laboratory biologists (using prepared specimens and microscopes)
disagreed over where "the better" scientific work was done, in an attempt to dissolve
laboratory walls in the former case and solidify them in the latter. He also suggest a
muddying of the distinction between laboratories and workshops in engineering, where
experiments on materials took place in the lab, and inventive labor in the workshop;
additionally remarking that this distinction was absent in the United States, where at
Menlo Park "the experimental work of the laboratory and the inventive labors of the
workshop merged into a seamless whole" (Gooday 2008).
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4.1

“The (Para)laboratory and the (Para)scientist”
What I would like to do in this section is discuss how some STS authors

conceptualize the laboratory, and through my fieldwork, attempt to describe the limits
of that conceptual work for sketching out what I mean by a parasite laboratory
(paralaboratory). Part of approaching this limit requires a discussion of what scientists
do in and on the laboratory, and vice versa, because of the deep co-construction of the
two. Some of this means responding to professional scientists' (including social
scientists) "boundary-work" as it shows up in their describing DIY biologists as
"amateurs." Being described as "amateurs" is not very problematic for many DIY
biologists, as most cannot really claim (with some exception) to truly be “professional”
biologists. For those who are credentialed professionals (PhDs), it causes some trouble –
so what I would like to suggest is a way around the "amateur" moniker by introducing
"parascientist," and placing it not in between "professional" and "amateur," but
somewhere either attached to or beside the binary, noising up the works (like a
parasite).
The relationship between scientist and laboratory is important to note for this,
because when I asked Latour’s (Serres’) question about “who is at the end of the chain?”
about DIY biologists, I found that the amateur scientists themselves are in a kind of
parasitic relationship with many other subjects and objects. This plays out in a different
manner than for “professional” scientists in part due to the flexibility of scientific
institutions that constitute DIYbio. The microbes that DIY biologists parasite on are parasiting them into practices of care and hygiene, which are embedded in the material
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existence of the organisms (thanks to decades of laboratory research into creating them
as model organisms, many of which were biological parasites (Kohler 1994; Creager
2002; Landecker 2007)). The politics of the artifact (Winner 1986) that these model
microbes (and other, larger organisms) practice, changes the ways in which DIY
biologists behave in the laboratory and in their lives, further parasiting them into a
“culture of the laboratory.” In other words, this is reversing the Latourian laboratory
parabiopolitical move: the parasitized organisms are capturing and parasiting on wild
"amateur" scientists, turning them into parascientists who, while parasitically entwined
with the laboratory, are neither amateur nor professional. Here it is the contents of the
paralaboratory itself that shape parascientists’ development, rather than extralaboratory institutional structures.
To further speak about this power move about the laboratory, Latour also
discusses the ways in which the walls of the laboratory are moved inward and outward
to encompass different spaces. In order to prove their worth to "the public," Pasteurians
would expand the borders of their laboratories out to the fenced boundaries of a farm
to test their germ theories (using vaccines). By constantly repeating these expansions
and contractions of the laboratory walls, Pasteurians were able to gain control of (in
Latour's words: make themselves obligatory passage points) many different domains
that they were previously excluded from or had no legitimate stake in. This para-sitic
modus operandi has been massively productive for scientists over the last two hundred
years, to the point where social scientists speak of the "scientization" of politics, and
perhaps of everyday life (Kinchy 2009). Heather Paxson documents this as well, showing
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that especially for the food that we make and eat, the power of the laboratory and the
scientific methods of the laboratory have a great deal of influence on non-scientists'
ways of life, and as Hannah Landecker suggests, have even changed what "life" means
(Landecker 2007). Ultimately a laboratory is powerful because it has fixed walls that can
clearly demarcate inside from outside, but those walls can move or be moved to
reallocate the inside/outside space in order to create productive differentials – what I
figure as a paralaboratory has walls which both can move and are not clearly bounded
or fixed.
In Karin Knorr Cetina's work, she suggests that the makeup of a laboratory is
based around a "division of labor" (Knorr Cetina 1999). For HEP (high-energy physics),
experimental labor is separated among laboratories, where one single experiment may
be distributed across many labs which collaborate with each other. She contrasts this to
molecular biology where each laboratory runs its own experiment, and collaborations
happen between laboratories only on occasion. DIY biology spaces offer another
contrast, where many different experimental programs cohabitate and are run in the
same space. This creates a messy and complicated environment (but not disorganized),
which I hope will destabilize the concept of the laboratory and help to elucidate what I
mean by paralaboratory. Where I see much of the destabilization of the laboratory (and
re-stabilization) happening is through the power relations that this paralaboratory
refigures, in ways that differ from professional institutionalized laboratories.
For Knorr Cetina, the physical arrangement of labor in the laboratory is essential:
experiments and scientific labor have specific and relatively stable rooms or places
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where they are performed (which seems obvious as most scientific instruments are not
easily portable). The arrangement and separation of these spaces and the physical
placement of instruments within them produces the epistemic space of the laboratory,
which reflects and refracts the experiments done in the laboratory. The physical
arrangement of the laboratory also structures the kinds of social interactions that can
take place – some laboratory workers might not interact with each other "at the bench,"
but interact with each other a great deal in shared spaces like hallways, break rooms,
glassware sinks, autoclave rooms, etc. For paralaboratories, the physical arrangement of
the laboratory space is equally as important, since it is at a premium and very
communal.
One thing that I would like to re-emphasize about Knorr Cetina's work, and most
others in STS, is that the laboratory spaces under study were relatively fixed, which is
fairly typical for an established and professionalized scientific laboratory; institutions do
tend to be institutionalized. In reference to the HEP work done at CERN, when the
structure of the lab was reconfigured (one instrument in particular was taken apart and
reorganized), it led to the disruption of may experiments and experimenters. While
Knorr Cetina found that this type of material rearrangement was disruptive to the
scientific work in the laboratories she studied, during my research I did not find the
same types of rippling disruptions. For scientists in professionalized institutions,
disruptions to the material laboratory space are prohibitive to their scientific labor,
suggesting to me that the experimental relationships that the professional scientists are
intending to work on are not a part of the structure of the laboratory itself. (Otherwise,
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taking apart their instruments and laboratories would prove helpful to their
experiments.)
For institutional science, the stability of a laboratory's walls is an integral part of
the epistemic space (Knorr Cetina 1999). This space is in some ways kept stable by the
institutions that they inhabit: safety regulations are enforced, scientific practices are
monitored and audited, money and equipment for experiments is carefully organized
and distributed, and directed research is the norm. Much of the microbiopolitics of
professional research is institutionalized and produces a particular sociality and style of
thought and experiment. The experimentation that goes on in these laboratories relies
on the production of instability on organisms and things that exist on the bench, rather
than the things that the bench rests on, or where the bench is located.
In this fluidity of the experimental milieu, referring in particular to the
instruments and their arrangement, is where Hans-Jorg Rheinberger locates the "work"
of experimental science (Rheinberger 1997). Experiments and experimental systems
exist inside the laboratory and are constrained and constituted by its structure. I agree
with Rheinberger that this is an important locus for experimentation, and I would like to
extend his framework somewhat to suggest that "the laboratory" can be an
experimental system as well. For Rheinberger, the experimental system includes the
structure of the laboratory, but is generally treated by a professional laboratory as a
testing system (i.e. "black boxed") – something that remains fixed and controlled for the
purposes of a particular experiment. In a community or DIY laboratory, the physical and
theoretical spaces that constitute the laboratory are not fixed and are assembled on-
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the-fly based on the experiment that is taking place, and it is important to note what
does and does not remain stable in this kind (type) of lab.

4.2

Making Laboratory Walls
In constructing a space in which the methods of science can be performed,

creating laboratory spaces and instrumentation also produces social systems of control
over where knowledge can be made and who can do it: the history of scientific objects
and the space of the laboratory is also a history of the social development of discipline
and professionalism. Arguing about what constitutes a laboratory is also one of the main
ways of scientific boundary work (Gieryn 1983), and tightly wound up with similar
arguments about what constitutes professionalism (Secord 1994b; Secord 1994a). Prior
to the 17th century, the laboratory (as a purpose-built space) did not exist under that
name. By taking a space with already-limited physical access (an upper-class
gentleman's study) and its highly restricted social rules and norms, science was
professionalized to reproduce the values and practices of the 17th century English
upper-class ("gentlemen") (Shapin 1988). What we can see by looking at Victorian and
pre-Victorian era science is the deep linkages between social class and scientific
practices, along with the construction of the laboratory, almost all of which still exist
today, along with their associated socioeconomic stratifications.
As Shapin and Schaffer describe Boyle's air pump as codification and
domestication of human senses, they also suggest that a scientific instrument (and the
laboratory that contains it) "imposed both a correction and a discipline upon the
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senses…through their control of access" (Shapin and Schaffer 1985). Instead of relying
on one's own human senses (subjective), the kind of science exemplified by Boyle
required the mediation of the natural world through (objective) instrumentation, and
the laboratory served as the space where both sensory and social discipline takes place.
The power of the laboratory in Boyle's time was to filter and distill the subjective human
experience which anyone could access, into a world of sensory objects constructed by
experts and which only said experts were permitted to access. Placing controls and
discipline on the means of production of a very specific kind of knowledge (read:
scientific), and tying it to a specific place with its own modes of conduct, produced
limited access and began the privatization and consequent professionalization of
scientific knowledge production.
During a following wave professionalization of science just prior to the Victorian
era in England, scientific practice was limited to the upper and elite classes of persons
(still mostly "gentlemen"), who had the time to do science in a leisurely fashion, and
especially as a matter of personal curiosity. Because of some amount of historical irony,
this practice of science gradually became a middle class endeavor during the Victorian
era (Secord 1994a; Levine 2003). As the 19th century went on a social project of
"elevating" the working class became more of a concern to Victorian socialites who tried
to use science to explicitly pass on an upper-class value system to the "parasites" in the
working class. This project, of course, did not play out as intended – the "diffusion
model" of scientific knowledge dissemination was intended to force a one-way transfer
of knowledge from learned elites to uneducated and illiterate laypersons, “elevating”
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their sociality under the watchful eye of the upper class (Secord 1994a). The illiteracy
and lack of skill of the working class persons was overestimated by elites and what was
created, instead of a working-class science subservient to "professional" social elites,
was a set of para-site scientific practices that was a fusion between the communal
working-class culture and the norms of scientific knowledge production (Secord 1994a).
Secord emphasizes that the practical accessibility of botany in the Victorian Era
(collecting interesting specimens – the primary means of scientific practice at the time,
even for professionals) did produce a kind of "elevation" of the working-class, but not
without drastic changes to the ways in which science was practiced, by parasiting
notions of community and communalism into the common scientific practice. Biological
scientific methods of that period were a matter of collecting and cataloging specimens,
somewhat unlike the high-tech science of today.
Science as practiced by elites at the time was also an individualized endeavor,
with books and specimens being owned privately and knowledge being couched in
obscure Latin. Because the economics (financial and spatial) of reproducing this kind of
science in the working-class were not feasible, established modes of community
building in the 19th century working-class mixed with the artifact-centric practice of
science to move the focus of scientific knowledge production from the private study
rooms of the elites to the para-sites of pubs and ale houses, which already served as
gathering places for working-class laborers who were interested in science. These public
clubs (which were in-practice "private" due to the social norms of the time) served as
meeting houses, and collected both dues and scientific specimens. A part of the
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membership dues (the "dry") were used to purchase books and rare specimens for the
collective, and the rest of the dues (the "wet") were of course used for drinks. This
particular mixing of two cultures (drinking alcohol, and science) was seen by elites as
one of the reasons why the working-class scientists could not produce "good
knowledge," but some members of the upper middle class saw that some mixings (of
community, and science) were beneficial, and could allow them to participate in the
science of the elites. By mixing with lower-class practices of communal ownership over
property, part of the privatized form of scientific knowledge production was shifted into
a collective form, along with another privatized part: Latin terminology. Linnean names
for plants were used almost exclusively by the members of the working-class botany
clubs, and a great deal of time and effort was spent by them to memorize and utilize
them at every opportunity, usually to the dismay of social elites who sought to exclude
the lower class via this obscurantism.
Interestingly, the treatment of alcohol figures into the practices of do-it-yourself
biology as well. Traced back to Anne Secord's work on "science at the pub" in Victorian
England (Secord 1994a), one of the cultural para-sitings performed by DIY biologists that
I saw many times during my fieldwork was not necessarily an emphasis on drinking
alcoholic beverages, but rather that their consumption is permitted in their spaces. This
produces a kind of informality and difference from "professional" spaces as soon as one
walks in the door, and is something that visiting professional scientists would regularly
point out. While there is no drinking (or eating) allowed in a "wet" lab because of safety
concerns, it is perfectly acceptable to drink in the "dry" laboratory space. In a double
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meaning, this makes both the wet lab and the dry lab in essence, "wet," parasiting
informality into what is generally seen as a formalized space.
Another of these cultural para-sitisms took place in the upper middle class as
well: the development of the disciplines of history and archeology developed out of a
Victorian (and slightly pre-Victorian) fascination with antiquities (Levine 2003). The
overall practice of science was similar, with the focus of knowledge production being
about collecting and cataloging, resulting in the collectivization of archives of books and
artifacts. Those whose economic standing could afford to go on leisurely "digs" would
travel to far-off places and bring back archaeological treasures for themselves, and also
collect printed books and documents in their private homes. Those who did not have
such economic standing would have to purchase second-hand these artifacts, books,
and documents. Eventually, those of slightly lower economic status (still mostly
"gentlemen") pooled their resources as the working-class did, to collectively purchase
and store communal collections. Because of the social standing of these gentlemen their
social sphere overlapped with academia, and their practices were gradually absorbed
and transformed into the disciplines of history and archaeology. The parasiting of
"amateur practice" (of communal ownership) into a professional field was tightly linked
to social standing and the class structure in pre-Victorian England, and did not result in
lower-class persons being integrated into the practice of science, but rather their
practices, in order to create and maintain a more ossified kind of professionalism among
the elite social classes.
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These tight linkages between socioeconomic status and access to the means of
scientific knowledge production (the laboratory) still exist today. In the Victorian Era, to
be a professional scientist meant being literally a part of the upper class, and shifted
towards lower classes (but still amongst the fairly elite). While the sciences may appear
more egalitarian today, in order to gain admission to an institutional laboratory and its
means of knowledge production, one usually must go through the rigorous and
expensive disciplining/professionalization process of college education, which is
certainly not equally accessible to everyone.
One area in which DIY biologists work that Victorian working-class botanists did
not, is around the laboratory. Botany at the time did not require (or really even have)
laboratories, as it was mostly a field science – the boundaries between amateur and
professional were about separating persons who could participate in the cataloging of
specimens (the means of knowledge production at the time). This boundary work by
professional botanists focused on (the exact same kind of) work being done in different
(social class based) spaces: the public house and the gentleman's study. Amateurs were
seen as doing untrustworthy work because they did it in pubs. This was not a dispute
over controlling the means of production of science, but rather a dispute over who may
use those means. What makes DIY biologists different from the practitioners of Victorian
botany is that the boundaries between amateur and professional are now cemented
into the literal walls of the laboratory, rather than figuratively existing in the "social
walls" of a class system. This is similar to what Secord (Secord 1994a) suggests
happened with botany in the Victorian era, a case in which professionals were able to
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maintain the amateur/professional boundary while parasiting new ways of practicing
science from the "amateur" working class.
The promising (Fortun 2008) potential of DIYbio does not lie solely in the "social"
aspect of what they are doing (changing who can participate in biology by providing
access to scientific knowledge and laboratories), but in their re-assembling of what
constitutes the means of production of scientific knowledge (a “laboratory”). The
majority of the work that DIY biologists are doing is to provide the means to construct
one's own scientific instruments and laboratories (on the Internet), making them more
akin to upper middle class antiquarians who did not merely collect books: they made
them.
A historical amateur/professional dispute that may be helpful to elucidate the
differences here is about amateur astronomy, as discussed by John Lankford (Lankford
1981). What is interesting about this dispute is that the means of producing scientific
knowledge about astronomy were distinct from each other (for amateurs and
professionals) and centered about telescope size, leading to a divergence of scientific
practices, rather than convergence and subsumption of the two groups. This is
important to note because of the emphasis on the technical portion of the
“sociotechnical system” of science. Professional astronomers of the late Victorian era
were able to afford time to assemble sensitive small telescopes, and spend a lot of time
accumulating very specific kinds of expertise (through disciplinary processes), and
judged what counted as "good science" according to the size of the telescope that was
used to produce the knowledge. By using smaller telescopes, professionals (in the
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United States) could rely on "the eye and brain," which require training, to do some of
the interpretive work about planetary astronomy, rather than the "amateurs" who used
larger telescopes (which were easier to build) to do the work of image resolution for
them (Lankford 1981). By relying less on a physical instrument and more on disciplinary
specialization and training such as advanced mathematics and "optical geometry,"
professionals were able to solidify their hold on the production of astronomical
knowledge, leaving amateur astronomers to work in their own separate research
programs. This is typical for the sciences in the later Victorian era – as the development
of institutions (like academia and laboratories) went on, professionals became more and
more able to control the means of knowledge production and the exclusion of amateurs
by emphasizing that specialization and isolation of practices and instrumentation in a
laboratory was the key to producing "good scientific knowledge."
What we can see in these two historical examples is the (quite literally elitist at
the time) boundary work that took place between amateur and professional began as a
dispute over who should have access to the means of knowledge production, including
the places in which that knowledge could be made. The working-class botanists of the
Victorian era were regularly excluded from contributing to science because of where
they did their work, rather than how: in a public house ("bar") instead of a privatized
purpose-built laboratory. (In an ironic way, this is where DIYbio “started.”) Amateur
astronomers were later excluded from participation in the production of scientific
knowledge because of how they did their work. They were unable to gain the
specialization of technique and instrument that making astronomical laboratories
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provided. What we can see here is that shifting the means of production of scientific
knowledge into the laboratory fundamentally changed the ways in which disputes
between amateur and professional were resolved – what was once a matter of
excluding participation based solely on social standing, participation in science could
now be excluded through politically and socially neutral-seeming “technical” or
“objective” means.

4.3

Para-site Description
Genspace is located on the seventh floor of a seven-story high rise at Flatbush

and Nevins Streets in Brooklyn, New York. This is a location very close to the Atlantic
MTA station, where many transit connections are, and is very important for the
activities performed at the laboratory and by its members. The organizers of the
laboratory come from all over the city (one regularly comes from "upstate") and being
easily accessible by mass transit means that one of them can be at the laboratory on
short notice. Visitors and people taking classes find that having a subway station literally
outside the door of the space makes them more likely to attend classes (which can run
for 3 hours a night, not including transit time). While I was performing my fieldwork,
discussions about moving the space to a larger location, or a place with a less leaky roof
were frequent but quickly settled by the mass-transit accessibility of this particular
building. This makes the main reason for having this particular place as their laboratory
not a matter of accessibility to material resources (equipment, samples, etc), but to
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people. Similar discussions happened at BOSSLAB, which is located near Davis Square in
Somerville, Massachusetts.
The building that Genspace is located in is owned, operated, and maintained by
a jack-of-all-trades and patron of the non-profit. While not directly involved in the
laboratory operations (classes, lectures, research), they play an integral part in
maintaining the space. One floor of this building was filled with random odds-and-ends
that they have collected over the years of owning the building. You may want to read
"packrat" into this, but let me assure you there is nothing useless there. Rather than a
"junk drawer" for the owner, it acts as a "room of requirement" for the various
inhabitants of the building, who from time to time will need extra space for an event, or
a special piece of furniture or equipment which can almost always be found there. Being
the entire second floor of the building, it also provides a more publicly-accessible place
for lectures and meetings that do not require a (secured!) elevator ride.
Some members told me that the placement of the lab on the top floor was for
security: the only access onto the floor is by elevator, which requires a code key to
activate, and the stairway is locked from the inside. The outside of the building is locked
by a key code as well, and most of the people in the building will interrogate anyone
they don't recognize about where they are going.
The inside of the lab has two rooms with doors: one is used for classes and very
basic experimental techniques, the other for members and more complicated and
sensitive experimentation. Both of these rooms have doors with locks on them. The
former of these contains instruments like freezers, refrigerators, electrophoresis
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equipment, a UV gel visualizer, E. coli incubator, hot water bath, hot plate,
ultracentrifuge, tissue culture hood, and is surrounded by clear glass windows so that
the space can be observed by those not actively doing experiments, and serve as a
secondary whiteboard for notetaking during experiments (I see this most often used
when journalists or camera crews are visiting, I think they use it to show off, in CSIstylings). There is a heavy steel workbench in this room that is used for quick
calculations and note-taking – there are no places to put down lab notebooks. It is
important to note that the sliding glass door for this section is covered in stickers and
posters for collaborative activities and other DIYbio groups. (See Figure 4.1) The second
space contains equipment for “more advanced” experiments: larger incubators,
microscopes, (a mildly dysfunctional) culture shaker, fume hood, a large basin sink and
glassware cleaning/drying area, autoclave, chemical storage cabinet, and opaque walls
to provide a dark space for light-sensitive experiments and organisms. This room is
rarely used for teaching, due in part to its size (there is very little standing or sitting
room) and also in part to the lack of “basic” scientific instrumentation.
The splitting of the lab into these two rooms is both intentional and part of its
institutionalized structure. The glass-bound room creates a public space where lab
techniques can be observed, and the walled room for more "private" experimentation.
The most accessed equipment is located in the most visible room, and the things that
are easily broken or sensitive are behind the usually closed (but not locked) door. This
split also allows for members to run their experiments in private at almost any time,
even if a class, tour, or lecture is happening. Institutionally, the split lets Genspace
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conform to the best practices of a BSL-1 laboratory. The chemical cabinet, fume hood,
and large incubators are apart from the places generally used by visitors and students,
restricting access in an unobtrusive way.

Figure 4.1: Door to “wet” lab at Genspace

The rest of the space is loosely divided in two by a hallway, with one area being
for minor experimentation and storage, and the other used as a classroom/break
area/computer room. The minor experimental area contains a light box for growing
plants, a dark box for growing fungi, sink and lab bench, spectrophotometer, and
storage area. This area is totally open and because of the large workbench, is used for
any “experimental overflow.”
The conference area has a large "table" (a gigantic and very heavy slab of granite
on sawhorses) surrounded by chairs and stools, two computers, whiteboard, a blank
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wall for projecting slides onto, and many bookshelves used for storage of books, nonsensitive equipment, and harmless reagents. This area is sometimes used for nonhazardous experiments or procedures, like pipette practice, as the laboratory discipline
that the PhDs bring with them, and BSL-1 regulations prohibit doing any "real
experiments" in this space. The two computers in this area are frequently used, but
most of the computer usage is on personal laptops, which can be attached to a portable
projector (the only item in the laboratory that I have ever seen intentionally hidden and
accounted for at the end of each day).

4.4

Moveable Walls
In DIY biology, the work that they are doing is not necessarily about changing the

social conditions of how science is done, but rather about the sociotechnical systems
through which science is performed. In a way, they are taking the specialized laboratory
practices “out of the laboratory,” and suggesting that science can be done anywhere.
They take the primacy of the laboratory in the production of scientific knowledge for
granted, and instead of merely trying to "open up the laboratory" for anyone to come
into, they are disassembling via parasite mechanisms, what constitutes a laboratory.
For Bruno Latour, in his discussion of the development of the microbiological
laboratory and the "discovery" of the anthrax microbe, the laboratory is defined as a
space within the walls of which power and control can be inverted (Latour 1988). While
the microbiologist would do their collection of samples outside the laboratory, they
would always return to it. The process that takes place in the lab is one of private
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translation and refining – the laboratory full of equipment is a "blank slate" for the
microbiologist to isolate an agent and grow it under their almost total control. Outside
of a laboratory in its "natural habitat," a bacterium can only be observed and not grown
or controlled. Inside of a laboratory a bacterium is confined to the flask or dish, reliant
on the scientist's will in order to survive. By utilizing the private and controlled space of
a laboratory, an important inversion of power takes place.
Not to say that assuming this kind of control is always particularly difficult. The
practices and things that scientists need to do in order to culture (no idle pun, see
previous chapter on microbiopolitics) bacteria in the lab are frequently easy. As Pasteur
said: "…one has only to cultivate the very virulent bacillus in chicken stock…" (Latour
1988). Much of the trouble that Pasteur had to go through to isolate and culture the
anthrax microbe was in finding the agent that caused the disease anthrax, through
extensive laboratory work and experimentation. After the microbe was isolated from its
environment and cultured in the laboratory, Pasteur experimented with using the nowpurified culture to cause the disease anthrax in cattle. He expanded his small laboratory
walls to enshrine a farm, turning it into an experimental space where alreadydomesticated animals served as host to the newly-domesticated microbe and its
vaccine. In this way, he contracted the boundaries of the laboratory in order to isolate
and gain power over the microbe, then expanded them outward into the field to
exercise and reify that power over a place "outside" the laboratory. Pasteur then was
able to prove that the bacilli he isolated and controlled inside his laboratory was in fact
the one that caused the disease anthrax (“outside” of the laboratory), and that his
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vaccine against it was effective, permitting him to expand his laboratory walls even
farther to the borders of France and beyond.
By changing the relations between links in the causal chain of anthrax, Pasteur
was able to move himself and his laboratory into a place where it is an "obligatory
passage point," a fulcrum upon which he could leverage to make all sorts of social and
disciplinary changes. In this way, someone (Pasteur) who knows nothing or could not
speak to public hygiene concerns, could make themselves an expert and position
themselves as a star witness in its proceedings. This has been the way that the
laboratory itself has been domesticated – the mode of doing science as exposition or
demonstration "in the wild" of Robert Boyle was captured and controlled (or was
already so, according to Hobbes) (Shapin and Schaffer 1985).
To reiterate the point that Latour makes with his story of Pasteur and anthrax, is
that the walls of the laboratory are mobile: the expansion, stabilization, and contraction
of them is where the work "of the laboratory" takes place (in Latour's words,
"displacement and transfer") (Latour 1988). Latour suggests that the compression,
expansion, and reconfiguration of material space is what causes this inversion of
(parabio)power, but I think there is more happening here: it may be helpful to introduce
some relativistic effects. The space expansions and compressions that Latour outlines
also have effects on time, and vice versa.
We can see these types of space/time compression going on with current trends
in microbiology, specifically the creation and use of metagenomic sequencing. Some
microbes continue to resist confinement and culturing by microbiologists in the
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laboratory by simply refusing to grow under controlled conditions. One new way that a
scientist can do "culture-free" work (meaning that they do not need to spend time
isolating or growing microbes) is to run a special metagenomic protocol, called a 16S
ribosomal subunit sequence. This sequencing routine takes advantage of advances in
sequencing speed and automation, permitting scientists to determine what kinds (and
the quantity) of microbes exist in a particular sample without needing to go through
costly domestication. The protocol for running this sequencing is to first “purify” (clean)
the sample to isolate DNA in the laboratory, as sequencing like this is generally done on
soil or other "dirty"/impure environmental samples. The DNA is then amplified by PCR
(polymerase chain reaction), and fed into a sequencing machine along with reagents
and primers (to mark the place where the fingerprint should be taken). The machine
churns out a (relatively) short set of sequences, along with the concentrations of those
sequences. The amount of wet laboratory work done for this sequencing is minimal, and
much of it is automated and sourced to either a “black-boxed” sequencing machine or a
mail-order laboratory (who own many of these machines). What may have taken weeks
can be done in days, much of which is shipping time. The proliferation of this sequencing
technique has been rapid (as it always is with speed genomics), producing new research
projects and disciplines around "microbiomes."
While being "culture-free" in the microbiological sense, these methods are far
from "culture-free" in the human sense. Microbes themselves do not need to be
cultured (grown) because this laboratory technique only requires that their DNA be
"cultured" (in both senses of the word). The walls of the laboratory have shrunk from
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the visible with eye and microscope level of the bacterium to the molecular level of
DNA, which can only be "seen" through the mediation of a sequencing machine. This
allows the same kind of power inversion that takes place in Pasteur's laboratory,
treating the bacterium itself as an environment in which DNA "lives" and from which it
can be isolated.
In the modern genome and sequence-centric biological sciences, access to a
certain simple set of microbiological instrumentation is a requirement, just as access to
an air pump or a culture flask were previously. Instead of spending years learning to
identify and classify plants in the Linnean system, amateur scientists need only collect
plants and run simple laboratory procedures and send these "purified" samples to a
mail-order laboratory for final analysis. Access to a key set of laboratory equipment (e.g.
ultracentrifuge, PCR machine) is of paramount concern to do-it-yourself biology
practitioners. Currently, most DIYbio projects center around lowering the bar to
instrumentation access: making DIY gel boxes, visual-spectrum and UV spectrometers,
PCR machines, pipettes and automatic pipetting machines.
The "holy grail" of contemporary DIY science is to compress the space required
for these machines and techniques into a briefcase-sized box, shrinking the fulcrum of
the laboratory so that its biopolitical power can be leveraged wherever it can be carried
by its (para)scientist “host.” (See Figure 4.2) Operating as a parasite laboratory, it can be
taken anywhere and parasitically accesses many other laboratories, referring to and
drawing upon processes of scientific signification that take place elsewhere and at great
speed.
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Figure 4.2: Example of a lab-in-a-box. Components are, clockwise from upper left: power
supply/microcontroller assembly, thermocycler, UV illuminator, ultracentrifuge

The use of rapid, cheap, and easy sequencing has not only changed the way that
laboratory work is done in microbiology, but also in botany. Prior to the development of
these sequencing techniques and technologies, work involving mass genome sequencing
could not have been done by "amateurs," but now can be done with relative ease.
Genspace does work like this in the form of the Alaska Barcode Project. This is done in
collaboration with the Barcode of Life project at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, the NYC
Urban Barcode Project, and the New York Botanical Garden. Samples are taken during a
semi-annual trip to Alaska by Genspace members, and brought back to the laboratory
where they are identified by a professional botanist. Clippings of the plants are taken,
and the DNA isolated and amplified. The purified DNA is then mailed off to a company
that specializes in rapid machine sequencing, while the plant samples are kept secure
until the sequencing is finished. The overall purpose of this project is to help to produce
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a "barcode library" of DNA sequences that are matched to different flora. Through this
Pasteurian reversal and leveraging of the laboratory, scientists who have little
experience working in botany can participate in the production of botanic knowledge at
a considerably "higher" level than their disciplinary specialization would otherwise
allow. By manipulating the means of production of scientific knowledge, in a process of
de-specializing the laboratory tools (or making them accessible to those with other
disciplinary specializations), the "amateurs" of DIYbio do not contest the primacy of the
laboratory in scientific knowledge production, but rather the confinement of the
constituent parts of the laboratory within fixed walls.

4.5

Parasitic Chains
The paralaboratory is configured to produce and reproduce both human and

microbial culture, acting as a microbiopolitical reproductive unit, and creates a para-site
for both the model organisms that live in it, and for general biological research. The
parasitic chain for DIYbio (in this case, Genspace) can be seen as: microbes –> laboratory
–> para-scientists –> institutional science. To contrast, Latour's use of this for Pasteur
looks like: scientists –> laboratory –> microbes/institutional science/"society".
The question of what constitutes a DIY laboratory is not one of assembling a set
of generic microbiological equipment, but a very specific question of what kinds of
microbes need to grow in it, and what kinds of research questions are of interest. It is
not possible to generalize what a “paralaboratory” consists of because it is highly
contingent upon the work that is to be done in it. In part this is because the construction
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of a para-laboratory re-centers the parasitic chain that is commonly found in a
traditional institutional laboratory, starting with the microbes at the beginning of the
chain rather than at the end. The material structure (and consequently the social
structure) of a paralaboratory begins with microbes.
For example, budding parascientists who take a class at Genspace often
exclusively work with the K-12 strain of E. coli, which requires specific procedures and
conditions to ensure its growth and survival. This strain has been domesticated such
that it cannot live outside of a petri dish – it needs specific nutrients and incubation
guidelines to grow, and cannot out-compete other microbes even in its own controlled
environment. The latter of these conditions means that even if the microbes escape the
petri dish, they will not survive very long. For this reason, the K-12 strain is considered
an extremely "safe" bacteria to work with, especially for inexperienced experimenters.
In order to convince these microbes to grow and thrive, experimenters need to observe
safety procedures (sterilization of growth media and equipment, etcetera), and very
specific protocols for incubation. In this way, the materiality of K-12's existence as a
microbial culture requires the existence of a kind of human culture that can nurture its
growth – this brings the “culture medium” out of the rigid plastic walls of the petri dish
and into the flexible sociotechnical walls of the laboratory.
The biosafety level regulatory frameworks, which provide guidelines for safe
microbiological practice, also begin with the microbe. The BSL-1 laboratory that
Genspace has constructed requires a very low (basically nonexistent) level of
infectiousness of the microbes that are cultured and used there. At Genspace, the
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overall laboratory is laid out into four "zones," in part because of their BSL-1 status. This
regulatory framework requires some institutional and structural oversight: enclosed
areas and specific kinds of techniques and safety equipment. In complying with the BSL1 regulations, Genspace has some legitimacy in the scientific community and has
accountability for their scientific practices, and has the "badge of honor" of being a
certifiably safe laboratory. However, BSL-1 regulations are rather simple and not as
overly intrusive upon the structure or organization of the laboratory as they seem. They
serve as a loose and stable structure that the laboratory is "built around," so to speak:
the only specific structural arrangement required in this framework is that physical
access be controlled by the laboratory supervisor (this means walls and doors that can
lock to keep people contained, and pest management to keep non-experimental
infectious agents contained). All of the other requirements for BSL-1 are about the
hygienic practice of science on the bench: hands, equipment, and workspaces must be
regularly washed, gloves, goggles, and lab coats must be worn, no mouth pipetting, and
no eating or drinking (Chosewood and Wilson 2009). These guidelines are supposed to
supplement "institutional policy," which Genspace has had to develop on its own using
the tacit knowledge of the PhD-holding researchers and supervisors.

4.6

(Im)material Walls
The culture of a paralaboratory is not simply contingent on the microbes that are

cultured there, but also by the material and social relationships that the scientists that
inhabit them have. One example of this relationship with institutions, especially at
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Genspace, is having to work with the previously mentioned notion of "safety" as defined
by the CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) through biosafety
requirements and regulations. This kind of complicity with institutional science is neither
good nor bad in a conventional sense – professionalized institutions generally do not
have trouble complying with these regulations, as the people who are hired to enforce
or set them up are trained in the tacit knowledge of understanding regulatory
frameworks, and deploying them within an institution is relatively easy because said
regulations are designed with established institutions in mind. In order to produce a
BSL-1 laboratory, Genspace needed to build a sociotechnical institution that could
effectively enforce safety regulations on a space with extremely flexible institutional
boundaries.
A key difference between a “professional” institutionalized laboratory and a
paralaboratory lies in the extent of the institutionalization outside of what is absolutely
required to perform scientific research safely. In order to adhere to the CDC’s biosafety
guidelines, a certain amount of overtly-constructed institutionalization is required; in a
“professional” laboratory, the institutionalization is almost total, and in a paralaboratory
it is only partial. In this way, the degree of institutionalization in a paralaboratory is
based on some overt safety frameworks and also tacitly, coming from members of the
space and their amount of experience within institutions. In the end, what these
guidelines do for paralaboratories is ensure some stability in the overall space of the
laboratory: what makes them continue to be successful is the ways in which the forms
of tacit and overt sociotechnical organization are or are not “built into” their labs.
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The tacit kinds of institutionalization extend from training, which members of a
space gain from established scientific institutions. While laboratory manuals outlining
experimental procedure exist and are accessible to anyone with interest via public
libraries and the Internet, the minutiae of how to physically perform the procedures
outlined in the manuals is locked away within the tacit knowledge codex of
“professionals.” In order to gain this kind of knowledge, one can attend expensive
university laboratory classes to be trained by professionals or semi-professional
graduate students, and in their partial reproduction of an academic institution, some
paralaboratories have these classes as well. At Genspace, they offer some "bootcamps"
and workshops that focus primarily on disseminating basic tacit knowledge such as
pipetting, inoculating plates and flasks, culturing bacteria, and microbiological safety
practices. These classes also take place at other established DIYbio labs (BOSSLAB and
BioCurious), but not with the same frequency (weekly), as at Genspace. At Genspace,
these crash-courses in microbiology are generally nine hours long, stretched over three
days. After these courses are completed, the parascientists who attend have performed
at least one microbiological experiment and have a working knowledge of how to
actually do safe bench ("wet") work.
The way that this differential institutionalization plays out in practice is that
“routine” occurrences in a professional laboratory turn out to be not as such in a
paralaboratory. For example, the blog of one member of BOSSLAB contains an
interesting sleuthing experiment where they try to determine a bacterial contaminant (a
parasite, perhaps) in a yeast culture (Louie 2015a). This post is fairly typical of DIYbio
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blogs – there is seemingly no groundbreaking contribution to science or Nobel-prize
winning theory there. But there is experimentation – and science. Having learned how
to perform the microbiological procedures involved from their classes at university, the
parascientist para-sites some of the tacit knowledge of how to identify bacterial species
and combines it with a low-risk, personal curiosity driven question, then disseminates
the (successful) procedure along with almost all of the data he gathered and how they
gathered it. The parascientist trick here is to open the access to professional
laboratories by codifying tacit knowledge and widely (over the Internet) dispersing it,
especially the method for annotating an experiment in a laboratory notebook format.
The equipment that they used to perform this experiment can be built almost entirely
from scratch (gel box and incubator) or purchased through equipment supply
companies (petri dishes, restriction enzymes). Actually identifying the bacterium,
however, required a bit of parasitism on established scientific institutions. The new
standard for microbial identification, 16S subunit sequencing, is difficult to perform
using DIY tools, so they outsourced this sequence work to a “professional” mail-order
laboratory and received the results over the Internet, then compared the sequence to a
publicly-accessible database of similar sequences (BLAST).
The interesting data that they gathered was not that the yeast-culture
parasitizing bacteria was an exact strain of a certain known bacteria, but that it was
related to one. Perhaps without realizing it, based on their personal curiosity they
discovered a bacterial strain that had not yet been identified and codified by the
professional scientific establishment.
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What we can see in DIYbio spaces are changes in the ways in which laboratories
are structured, and consequently the ways that they refigure the power relations of the
objects and subjects inside and outside of their walls. The work that DIY biologists do on
the walls of the laboratory allow for new methods of doing science to be created and
elaborated upon, and provide spaces for those who are not “professionals” to
participate in the production of scientific knowledge
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5. (Para)scientific Method

One important distinction between the traditional laboratory sciences and the
science in paralaboratories such as Genspace is a reorientation of what it means to be
the “passive witness” and the “active expert.” In a DIY space no one is merely a passive
witness. The creation, explanation, and dissemination of scientific knowledge in these
spaces requires active participation by all of those present – suggesting a new figure
that I would like to temporarily call a parascientist. As the name suggests, the
parascientist is a hybrid kind of passive witness/active scientist who works adjacent to
traditional scientific roles of a scientist-as-demonstrator or scientist-as-experimenter.
This chapter will mostly deal with the adjacent practices and methods of those who
inhabit the paralaboratory, and how these are tied up with notions of “objective” truthmaking.

5.1

Economies of the Scribble (Rheinberger 2010)
In social studies of the laboratory sciences, much of the discussion of scientific

truth is tied up with notions of witnessing – in order to make scientific knowledge
accessible and understandable to so-called 'laypersons,' experiments need to be aimed
through the finely-polished lens of professional expertise and rhetorically focused so
that Truth can be elucidated and clearly seen. This metaphor presumes a one-way
transfer of knowledge from elite producer to lay consumer, which indicates a kind of
"God trick," as Donna Haraway calls it (Haraway 1988). The "observing from nowhere" is
joined by "speaking from nowhere," providing explanations from a place of Pure Truth
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about nature. This aspect of science communication in its written form is the "neutral
point of view" that is so sought after by scientists when sharing their findings in journals.
Sharing and providing access to scientific knowledge are examples of a, if not the,
central goal of DIY biologists, but they have limited access to traditional modes of doing
so (peer-reviewed journals). DIY biologists do want to share their findings, and the way
they do this takes a slightly different form from professionals, in both their material and
tone. Instead of journals, they have blogs.
The rhetorical strategies of these blog postings are para-sites of both scientificstyle writing, like laboratory notebooks or journal articles, and personal weblogs. By
virtue of these documents existing on DIY biologists’ personal weblogs, they carry with
them a communicative style that is adjacent to the formality and conventions of either
blogs or journals. Alternating between tones and styles, they will describe a particular
scientific procedure using something akin to the "God trick" voice ("objective") and
immediately following it (or inside of it) describe how they felt about doing the
procedure. For example:
I expected that if I ran to the end of the gel, I could get separation between the
cut and uncut genes, as the difference is about 150 bp. I also expected the uncut
pUC19 plasmid to run much faster than the cut pUC19. Alas, this was not the
case. [photo of the gel] What a mess. Seriously, this is a pretty gnarly gel. [I
agree] Anyway, from left to right the loaded lanes are…[scientific description of
the gel] (Louie 2015b)
Describing such an overt failure in publicly-available work, let alone calling it
"gnarly" is not something a professional scientist would do in public, but for a
parascientist, public descriptions of this kind are a matter of course. These blogs serve
as the publication space for the scientific work that DIY biologists are doing, exhaustively
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documenting that active scientific work was in fact performed (like a "professional"
scientist might do in a methods and materials section of a journal article), and describing
in colloquial parlance what they witnessed. These particular inscriptional techniques are
a shared space between "amateur" and "professional” – although part of the training
that professional scientists receive is to go far out of their way to hide them.
Hans-Jorg Rheinberger refers to these types of inscriptions as literal techniques,
the "…means of handing down elements of the practice of a laboratory that have
proven successful [or unsuccessful, in this case] under certain local conditions yet
cannot be generalized or are not supposed to be generalized because they contribute to
the social identity of one particular laboratory…" (Rheinberger 2010). Rheinberger is
referring in part to tacit knowledge about institutional laboratory conditions being made
overt (documented), and also to the intermediate space of scientific work that takes
place between the bench (localized) and the journal (generalized).
The “professional” reasons for not publicizing these kinds of inscriptions is
because they are not considered generalizable – the public dissemination of knowledge
in journal articles for professionals needs to be actively normalized and linguistically
filtered to produce a generalizable and universalizable "objectivity," effectively
eliminating local sites (place) as a factor in their experimentation. Much of the active
“work” that professional scientists do is translational, using these various literal
techniques to try to produce universal and generalizable knowledge from a localized
and contingent space, to be passively consumed by some unknown reader. In other
words, the "black box" where these inscriptions take place is supposed to remain closed
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as a temporary intermediary between the bench and the journal. Because most DIY
biologists do not publish their work in journals, these “intermediate” literal techniques
themselves are revealed to the public via blogs. This does not help the "amateur"
appearance of DIY biologists’ work – to the professionalized eye, it appears as though
DIY biologists are not trying to be objective in their work, and pose a threat to the social
power of science by revealing the interpretive and translational processes that scientists
do: they show “how the sausage is made.” Public scandals have followed the release of
"raw data" and emails between scientists, especially in politically-charged sciences like
climate change research (Hickman and Randerson 2009).
These literal techniques, while not referred to as such by DIY biologists, are
visibly and reflexively important to the work that these researchers are doing. When my
research began in 2008, DIYbio was in its infancy, and new knowledge was not really
being produced (though this situation has become much more complex as DIYbio has
developed their own para-sited methods). To quote one DIY biologist, when asked
about how they expected to produce scientific knowledge without access to expensive
and time-consuming peer-reviewed journal networks: "(we have) no journals, just
blogs." At the time this seemed overly optimistic, but over time the optimism has made
way to an outcome that is more pragmatic and para-sited. These lab blogs are still used
and relied upon, serving as laboratory notebooks and how-to guides for running
scientific experiments – and a great deal of information can be found on them. DIY
biologists’ blogs can be seen as para-sites for the production and dissemination of
scientific knowledge, though because of their individualized nature, the power of peer
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review does not operate in the same way. In a traditional peer review process,
organized review of scientific data takes place prior to its publication and dissemination
and is focused on the analytic outcome of the research. For a DIY biologists’ blog,
dissemination of scientific data occurs before or is concurrent with review of the data
(anyone can post questions or comments on the blog), and they are more focused on
documenting the procedure of an experiment than on data analysis (as shown by the
massive numbers of photos of experimental procedures, and lab notes regarding what
was done). Rarely in a peer-reviewed scientific article will there be pictures of the
instruments used to run the experiment (unless the instrument is itself the experiment),
or of individual results (e.g. petri dishes or culture flasks): for professionals, an
additional step of analysis takes place before disseminating research. In effect, the
parascientific method of “blogging science” is more open and visible throughout the
entire process of knowledge production, whereas the traditional peer review process is
"shrouded" in well-established analytic and data-management procedures.
The popularity of paralaboratories like Genspace and BOSSLAB is increasing, and
so is the amount of both local and generalizable (“universal”) knowledge documented in
the literal technique of the blog. The economy of the scribble implies a continuous
erasure and re-inscription, developing parasites of scientific knowledge production in
order that they be absorbed them back into the host practices with difference. By
publicly documenting what goes on at the bench, DIY biologists permit the ways that
scientific knowledge is produced to be both seen and interrogated. By inscribing what
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constitutes literal techniques in a paralaboratory, my work participates in this
construction and elaboration of DIY biology practices as well.
Besides personal emails and raw data, other examples of these "intermediary"
literal techniques vary in their medium; they can be on a chalkboard/whiteboard, notes
taped to instruments, signs on the wall, or in notebooks. Their discourse varies as well,
they can be simply exclamatory: "DON'T TOUCH!"; "don't forget to fill the autoclave,
WITH ONLY DISTILLED WATER"; "THIS SHAKER IS BROKEN" – or they can be more
detailed, annotating the eccentricities in the use of an instrument on a print-out taped
next to it. Further detailing of laboratory procedures take place in the laboratory
notebooks of PhD-holding DIY biologists (to which I have not requested access). A key
methodological difference between “professionals” and parascientists is their openness
to exposing the gory details of research – professionals would be horrified to see their
laboratory notebooks posted on the Internet. Parascientists put their lab notes on the
Internet as a matter of course, politically hoping that showing the inner workings of the
scientific process will demystify techniques and provide access for everyone (who has
the means) to do science.

5.2

Para-pedagogy
As a matter of professionalization, undergraduate students in the sciences are

disciplined to inhabit the literal techniques of their particular discipline. These literal
disciplinings (in both senses of the word) produce a kind of thinking that is deeply
connected to the style of writing, and this is the same for sciences such as biology. In my
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experience of teaching biology courses, the literal techniques that I teach are similar,
but in biology the outcome is to produce one particular style: the objective. The literal
techniques in biology are about inscribing the procedure for what was done
experimentally on the bench and the results of said experimentation. The purpose of
literal techniques in this formalized style is to produce the "view from nowhere.” While
this style is valued highly in "professional" laboratories, the game of objectivity plays out
differently in paralaboratories.
In the most temporary version of literal techniques, verbal instruction, a kind of
alternation appears in the pedagogical styles of instructors, in particular at Genspace.
What I have noticed in this regard is that there is a peculiar alternation (vocal/tonal)
that the professional (read: credentialed) scientists perform in the DIY laboratory
between modes where it is clear where they are employing their authority as scientific
professionals and where they are speaking conversationally. The way that I would
describe the former of these is the verbal equivalent of the "view from nowhere" – "the
voice from nowhere." In the latter mode they narrate a story of science; conversing and
connecting ideas with their students and placing them in context, rather than simply
telling or interpreting with an authoritative tone.
One thing I have noticed about this is the way that one Genspace instructor
narrates their expertise, rather than simply employing the "expert voice" all the time.
Because they have been a laboratory scientist for a long time, what they end up doing
while explaining certain lab techniques (sequencing, Western blots, etcetera) is talking
about the progression of those techniques as a personal history of their laboratory work
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in biology. Suggesting that sequencing is "so much easier now" because twenty years
ago they had to do Sanger sequencing on "these giant thin glass plates" and it was a
"major pain-in-the-ass" – now all they have to do is put a sample in a vial and send it off,
and a couple of days later they can download the full sequence from the Internet. They
almost always present their "expertise" as a narrative of practices they are familiar with
– I think that this way of speaking, along with the layout of Genspace's classroom
(seminar-style, with everyone around a single table), directly adjacent to the "wet lab,"
form an important pedagogical space that is rare in academia except at the graduate
level.
Alternately, the way that another Genspace instructor talks about their expertise
is through a deep understanding of the principles behind each of the techniques they
teach, and how they relate to what is currently happening, going as far to suggest that
their pedagogy is about "taking the techniques they run in the lab and using them as a
metaphor for the 'cutting edge,' and the future, of biotechnology." In talking about
epigenetics and modifying the epigenome using only enzymes (rather than making a
GMO), they "joke" that there is someone trying to "modify chickens to express dormant
dinosaur genes, so they grow teeth and a tail." Another example of this is their situating
genetic engineering in terms of projects that extend techniques they teach – when
making bacteria express a particular foreign gene (beta-galactoside), they talk about
how this can be used in tandem with another gene to produce an arsenic biosensor,
which reduces the technological expense of performing "amateur" water quality testing.
Their teaching style is replete with these kinds of connections to what is currently
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happening in biotechnology, making their style very engaging. In some way, these two
instructors are "opposites" in their teaching style – one emphasizes the past in order to
situate the present, and the other the future.

5.3

Engineering the Para(-)site
When working in a paralaboratory, it is safe to assume that nothing will work as

it is expected to – this is not suggesting incompetence on my interlocutors' part in their
equipment maintenance, but emphasizing that tacit and highly localized knowledge is
required to work in any kind of laboratory. Even in a "professional" laboratory, there are
various eccentricities in instruments and equipment, but by virtue of their
institutionalization, these unexpected bumps in scientific method are tapped out of the
experimental process ("black-boxed") by equipment technicians or the scientists
themselves, so they do not disrupt the intended experimental space. What I want to
elaborate from this is the locus of the experimental system of the parasite, the places
where the "routine" of scientific practice gets weird.
As Traweek suggests (based on Latour & Woolgar), molecular biology
laboratories tend to use more "black boxes" than their counterparts in other scientific
disciplines – and this is only occasionally true in paralaboratories (Traweek 1988; Latour
and Woolgar 1986). The parasite part of these laboratories necessarily involves secondhand equipment and instruments, meaning that the black box is never truly closed
because the equipment breaks or malfunctions frequently. (This is not to say that
researchers in these paralaboratories spend all of their time fixing instruments; they are
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quite good at fixing things themselves, or know someone who can). One way that
parascientists do their work is to understand breakages and disruptions in order to
integrate them into productive parts of their experimentation. ("Real scientists” do this
too!)
One example of this "strategic black-boxing" is in the use of a “hacked-together”
genetic engineering kit called Genomikon (developed at the University of Alberta). This
kit is an attempt to simplify the technical procedures of synthetic biology to the point
"where a kid can do it." It works using tiny iron-impregnated beads to which DNA can
attach – the beads can then be magnetically manipulated, removing a whole category of
potential failures from the gene splicing procedure by ensuring that the DNA will not be
washed away into a waste jar by an inexperienced parascientist (Canine 2014). As well
as keeping the DNA together, the kit is derived from an iGEM project from 2010 and
keeps in line with iGEM's "engineering paradigm" – restriction enzyme cuts are made in
specific ways, allowing for extremely easy "lego-like" synthesis of functional plasmids.
Compared to the class where DNA was manipulated "manually," the pedagogy regarding
the experiment is entirely different. The designers of the kit wanted to make synthetic
biology more accessible to younger folks (ages 13-17), so much of the complicated
explanations of restriction enzyme digests, heat shocks, annealing, elution, pelleting,
and centrifugation were truncated in favor of much simpler "black-boxed" building block
metaphors. At Genspace, this did not mean that the procedural explanations were
simplified – the instructor who used this kit preferred to explain how the kit makes
synthetic biology easier by pointing out the differences between the kit and "manually"
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performing the assembly. This black-boxing of the molecular processes and procedures
happening allowed for a parasite of one discipline in another to be formed. Rather than
spending a great deal of time learning how genetic engineering works, the students
were able to jump directly into synthetic design; metaphorically (not mine) this is like
skipping over learning processor architecture and machine code and learning a highlevel programming language like C++. The point of this is not to "dumb down"
explanations of genetic engineering, but to work at a level of abstraction that is already
present in the students' minds, making a metaphorical parasite. This is a similar
approach to "coding" that computer programming educational systems like Scratch
(developed at MIT) have, where the steps which need to be taken in order to produce a
working program involve the manipulation of image-objects rather than segments of
DNA with complex labeling schema. The gene sequence "bricks" that Genomikon works
with have friendly names, based solely on their function. The main political goal of this
project in particular, and of synthetic biology as a whole, is to parasite the signs and
language of molecular biology into that of engineering and programming, attaching
themselves to the push for more STEM education.
Another example of this from my fieldwork is when Genspace's autoclave, which
had been on the fritz for quite a while, one day unspectacularly bit the dust. After a few
days of trying to diagnose the problem, one of the founders of Genspace decided to give
up on it and "troll Craigslist for a new one." In this time, the laboratory practices there
had shifted into a mode where the performance of science had become more practically
and economically complicated. Many different kinds of experiments that relied on the
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autoclave's sterilization could not be performed unless disposable pre-sterilized
laboratory tools were used (this was a totally unacceptable state of being for them, as it
increased the cost of experimentation). No one was very happy with this, or at the
expense of a new autoclave, or the possibility that the replacement may end up not
working. During this week, their biohacker course had a visitor from Texas (with pearl
shirt snaps and audacious belt buckle, even) who was interested in starting their own
community laboratory and made a special trip to Genspace to learn how to do it (in
addition to taking a class – most of the folks who show up interested in learning how to
make a lab are kind enough to pay for a class). Upon hearing the disgruntled chats
between the Genspace members, they chimed in saying that they used to repair "those
things" for a living and that they could easily fix it. Within 24 hours, the autoclave was
chugging away, like new.
By virtue of their necessity, autoclaves and their eccentricities show up in the
work taking place in paralaboratories quite often. At BOSSLAB, they had a "pressure
cooker" style autoclave which needed to be used outside the garage space, in the
driveway. BOSSLAB had no gas hookup inside their lab space (not to mention the danger
of an open flame inside the garage), so they used a propane burner to heat the
autoclave to a proper temperature. This is a more complicated process than having an
“automatic” autoclave (like Genspace has), and requires more equipment and
knowledge of how to operate it. (Also, Counter Culture Laboratories, an across-the-bay
brethren of BioCurious, recently opened an autoclave's casing for maintenance and
found some literal parasites: a rat's nest and many black widow spiders.) The lack of
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institutions designed for equipment maintenance mean that parascientists need to have
a diverse set of mechanical and engineering skills in order to keep their laboratories in
functioning condition, or have enough “openness” to permit persons with those kinds of
skills to become a part of the space.

5.4

Parasiting the Engineer
The methodology of the parascientist is similar to that of Latour's Pasteurian

(Latour 1988). Plucking only the barest of necessary techniques and instruments from
other disciplines, both Pasteurians and para-scientists construct their laboratories.
Through a chain of intellectual and material parasitism, both Pasteurians and
parascientists produce laboratories and leverage them using chains of parasitism. In
Latour's example of the discovery/treatment of anthrax, Pasteurians were able to
abduct microscopes and microbial culture techniques from microbiology and use them
to abduct anthrax microbes from their "natural" habitat. Latour suggests that this
puckish way of doing science is what makes the Pasteurian figure so able and effective
in completing their scientific and social goals. Similarly, a parascientist abducts from
everywhere – especially if it means picking an institution's trash. In this way, they
parasite from institutional science for their equipment; building their para-site by
parasitizing.
In examining the flows of knowledge, specifically scientific papers, we can see
how parasitic actions borrowed from institutions help to produce the epistemological
space of the paralaboratory. During the history of history (as a discipline), amateurs
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developed printing clubs during the Victorian era – those individuals who had copies of
rare or publicly inaccessible books formed groups to shoulder the cost of copying them.
As these groups grew in popularity and size, the number of people reading and
collecting those books increased to the point that they were able to develop their own
means of producing new knowledge (Levine 2003). This mode of knowledge production
at the time relied on disconnects between professionals and "amateurs." Tricking the
system of institutional knowledge production through parasitic copying and
dissemination of historical and archaeological texts (from the inside, to the outside of
academic institutions) eventually led to the creation of the discipline of history within
the academy. Having access to knowledge and texts from academia allowed
antiquarians (a kind of amateur proto-historian) to create their own practices of
knowledge production, which were eventually legitimized and organized into an
academic discipline. In this way, parasitizing slowly turned both the host and parasite
into a mutually-beneficial "symbiosis."
The primary means to control the dissemination of knowledge in this example
was to limit access to the physical entity containing the knowledge, or to incidentally do
so (e.g. artifacts in a private collection or museum) – and these restrictions had their
own limits, which could be (and still can be) circumvented by kindly asking authors or
library loan services for access to artifacts or documents. One interesting example (with
a different outcome) of this from the Victorian era, was the exchange of botanical
specimens and documents between amateur (“artisan”) and professional (“naturalist”)
botanists (Secord 1994b). When the “penny post” was introduced in England, the ability
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for anyone, amateur or otherwise, to share documents, correspondence, and specimens
increased dramatically. One unintended side effect of this was that it introduced a
certain degree of anonymity into the exchange process – prior to the penny post,
specimens and documents circulated at a slow pace, using personal connections and
couriers, which ensured that the social networks that constituted botany at the time
remained relatively closed-off to anyone who was not a member of the social/scientific
elite. Once “anyone” could send parcels or letters to anyone else, the social
“credentials” of senders was uncertain and unless specifically revealed, was not known
at all except through coded language (such as grammar, syntax, or the use of Linnean
terminology) (Secord 1994b). Many amateur botanists took great advantage of this and
were able to correspond and share specimens with members of the professional
scientific class, if only because they could write well and use Linnean terminology
(thanks to amateur botany clubs (Secord 1994a)). Through shared language and the “gift
exchange” of specimens, amateurs were able to interact with professionals on equal
footing, putting aside for the most part the distinctions between the two (Secord
1994b).
Information sharing from within the academy to the outside has been going on
for a long time, whether through official capacities or more illicit means. During the
Victorian era, the response of the academic host to the amateur parasite was to
subsume the amateurs into the field, without great changes in the mechanisms of
control and dissemination of knowledge. Digital technology and easily reproducible data
complicate matters, standing in the way of the kind of absorbative symbiosis that
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typified the creation of the academic discipline of history in Victorian times. Instead,
what we can see in 'the information age' is a slight but ever-growing shift in the means
of control of information.
With the advent of 'the information age,' the parasitic tricks are quite similar,
though a bit faster. After freely and infinitely-reproducible documents (i.e., digital
versions) came into widespread use, access to those documents was (and is) tightly
regulated behind 'paywalls' and similarly wealth-based access controls. The means of
control, limiting access based on credentials, wealth, and social standing, remains
similar while the medium has changed. Pushes back against some of these modes of
control have come from within the academy: open access journals and publishing
models are beginning to take hold in the structures of academic publishing. While this is
not a direct result of the actions of DIY biologists, the desire to permit access to anyone
who wishes to participate in scientific knowledge production is shared between a great
number of professionals and almost all "amateurs." Because control over the means of
production of scientific knowledge is under threat (specifically the exorbitant amounts
of money gained from it), there is a massive amount of resistance to open access from
publishing companies and academic institutions. This can be seen as a continuation of
boundary work that has been ongoing for centuries.
One of the newer “tricks” of the parasitic scientist (parascientist) to build their
epistemological space is to surreptitiously gain access to scientific articles using library
logins of sympathetic academics. In the past, many messages on DIYbio mailing lists
were requests for certain articles from those who have “legitimate” access. More
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recently, however, the system of gaining access to scientific articles has been
automated by computer software. Because of the legally sensitive nature of this part of
my research, I am going to discuss this using only publicly documented knowledge: as I
write this, a major lawsuit against two of the leading scientific article "pirate" websites
by publishing giant Elsevier is ongoing and I worry for the safety of DIY biologists who
may be involved. Professional scientist Alexandra Elbakyan founded one of these sites,
Sci-hub.org (I met in 2010, prior to her involvement in this issue). In an interview with
TorrentFreak, she discusses her reasons for creating the software tool:
When I was working on my research project, I found out that all research papers I
needed for work were paywalled. I was a student in Kazakhstan at the time and
our university was not subscribed to anything…There was no big idea behind the
project, like 'make all information free' or something like that. We just needed to
read all these papers to do our research…Now, the goal is to collect all research
papers ever published, and make them free. (Van Der Sar 2015)
As we can see, the origins of this kind of parasitic trick lie in problems with
professional scientists having legitimate institutional access, and eventually developed
into a system that attempts to ensure that anyone with Internet access can participate
in scientific knowledge consumption (and consequently production), in similar fashion
to what occurred for both amateur botanists and antiquarians during the Victorian era.

5.5

Paralaboratory Safety
One part of the methodology of paralaboratories is how some researchers in

them treat laboratory safety procedures. As I have mentioned previously, Anna Dumitriu
said that safety procedures about microorganisms are essentially "to treat it [samples]
like a gone-off chicken," suggesting that "safe cooking" is like "safe science." According
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to Dumitriu, one can, with the proper "training," do complex scientific work in their
kitchen. In emphasizing this relationship between the "cultural" and the "scientific," she
suggested that the (human) practices of laboratory safety were more important to
understand than to have the technical instruments that provide "safety" – in other
words, one does not need a formal "laboratory" full of specialized equipment in order to
do science safely. The "founders" of modern microbiology (Pasteur and Koch), she says,
did not have the same kinds of highly technologized practices of laboratory safety that
we have today, and they relied on the "manual" (human) ones instead (Dumitriu 2013).
DIYbio paralaboratories lack some of the technological sophistication that professional
laboratories have (because they cannot afford the equipment), and have to "fall back"
on human-centric safety practices when they cannot construct or acquire the kinds of
equipment that have "safety" embedded in them.
Certain scientific instruments that are produced for use in professional
microbiological laboratories have (or are manifestations of) Pasteurian microbiopolitics:
in order to effectively run certain experiments, such as bacterial cultivation, certain
technical safety practices can be performed by a particular instrument itself, in place of
"manual" human practice. For example, when inoculating agar plates, one needs an
environment devoid of extraneous microbes: this can be accomplished by a special
"fumigation hood" that provides sterility by separating the environment within it from
outside microbes using sealed walls, and controlling the flow of air inside of it so that
microbe-containing particles cannot land on the dishes. This is a matter of both safety
and experimental design; hazardous microbes might grow on the sterile plates, ruining
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both the experiment and the experimenter's health. This safety precaution can also be
accomplished "manually" in several ways: using a gas burner to create an updraft of hot
air on the laboratory bench, by opening the agar plates in a special manner (a partial
lifting of the lid to only allow the inoculation loop to enter), or by using pre-sterilized
disposable (or reusable) glass beads and a micropipettor. The microbiopolitics that
these instruments and practices share are about producing a particular Pasteurian
exclusion of microbes from the experimental space (a petri dish), and can be variously
practiced depending on the kinds of laboratory equipment present. Just because a
paralaboratory is missing a certain bit of technical instrumentation, does not mean that
"safe science" cannot be performed there.
This does not necessarily mean that certain kinds of experimental work cannot
be done – only that certain kinds of experimental labor require more labor. With a cell
culture hood, a constantly sterile environment is ensured by the technical apparatus,
and the workspace does not need to be sterilized or secured from microbial interruption
during every single experimental run. A fully-equipped professional laboratory relies on
a great deal of these technologically-constrained safety practices, which are embedded
in the equipment that they use – an extreme example of this is in a BSL-4 laboratory,
where many layers of protection are used to separate the experimental environment
from the experimenter's environment. The entire laboratory is itself a highly regulated
technical system of Pasteurianism that ensures safety through sterility. The material
conditions that paralaboratories have varies, so the Pasteurian "manual" (human)
practices are used to ensure experimental success and experimenter safety, based on
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the kinds and types of equipment that each paralaboratory space has. If a
paralaboratory has access to an autoclave (a sterilizer for glassware, which can vary in
complexity between "pressure cooker" and an expensive specialized dishwasher-sized
device), they can rely on certain technical safety practices (rather than "doing them
manually").
In paralaboratories like BOSSLAB, which do not have a cell culture hood
(Genspace has one), these microbiopolitics do need to be performed manually, and
provide a place for parasitic scientific methods (like accessing "safe culinary practices")
to attach themselves, filling in the excess. By accessing the cultural vocabulary of
cooking to deal with laboratory biohazards, the parasitic chain of Pasteur is looped back
onto itself. The Pasteurianism inherent in the ways that we in the United States have
learned and been trained to cook are highly scientized, and microbial dangers have
become a part of the popular lexicon in part through these "Pasteurally-situated"
cooking practices. In a parasitic move, food safety (and cooking practice) was absorbed
into the microbiological laboratory, making the kitchen seem very much like a
microbiological laboratory. Cutting boards and knives, refrigerators, cooking
temperature guidelines all serve to turn the kitchen into a lab. By "scientizing" (or
"Pasteurizing") the kitchen, Pasteurians were able to extend their reach into everyone's
home, like they were able to do with farms, medicine, and France. In DIY biology, an
inversion of this inversion (reversion?) is taking place, where Pasteurized kitchens are
called upon to prepare knowledge (instead of meals).
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This, and the cultural (or perhaps commercial) obsession with the management
of one's "microbial self," along with Heather Paxson's work, all suggest that the
management of microbes in the everyday life of non-scientists has grown deep roots
into our cultural milieu. This means that while many DIY biologists are not professionals
in the biological sciences, they have by virtue of their “cultural education” some kind of
"training," tacit as it may be, in biological and microbiological safety practices. This is
perhaps one reason why the practices of do-it-yourself biology have been taken up so
rapidly and easily by many different people. In this way, in the paralaboratories of
DIYbio, safety practices are parasitized from both food preparation and from
professional science, to produce a scientific methodology that is adjacent to both
(parascientific).
At BOSSLAB during a workshop about making yogurt, this parasitization between
science and the kitchen became quite apparent to me. The demonstrator suggested that
the “scientific” methods for growing one’s own yogurt (which they were providing) were
not strictly necessary: one could make yogurt by heating up some milk and adding a
spoonful of yogurt culture. This method, however, relied upon trial-and-error or tacit
knowledge of the “yogurt cooking” process, in contrast to the scientized “yogurt
culturing” process that they were demonstrating. These scientized methods relied
heavily on the Pasteurian, and would introduce more precision and safety into the final
product. Here, both safety (not growing toxic bacteria) and precision (making
consistently “good” yogurt) were supposedly ensured by Pasteurian microbiopolitical
methods. To produce yogurt in this way, one must adhere to the scientific principles and
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microbiopolitics of germ theory: cookware and jars must be cleaned thoroughly,
temperatures monitored, and concepts borrowed from the microbiological laboratory
mobilized and elaborated on, such as “inoculation,” “incubation,” and “culturing.” This
particular demonstrator’s discursive strategy was to produce a mixture of culinary
practices and microbiological concepts, methods, and procedures – these two cultural
realms (culinary and scientific) were parabiopolitically drawn upon to create a
methodology that was the same, yet different, from both, and deeply connected to
each.

5.6

Demonstrating “the Truth”
"Let's go do this and see what goes wrong."
In do-it-yourself biology spaces, there is an element of indisputable Truth to be

found in their demonstrations, but their work is about understanding that scientific
methodology can help one to arrive at some truth, or to prove how versatile scientific
methods are. In a way, DIYbio (para)methodology is about science itself, rather than any
particular "Truth" about nature which must be revealed.
In one particular demonstration (I hesitate to call it a demonstration because of
the extreme involvement of the "witnesses" in the outcome) at BOSSLAB in 2010, in the
construction of a digital microscope from a modified webcam (u-cam), the adjacency of
the methods to the scientific norm showed up again. Some prior preparation had gone
into this “performance,” much as a professional scientist would do – making sure that all
the equipment would work properly, and organizing a kit made up of the construction
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materials before the demonstration commenced. The divergence from the professional
methods came during the "demonstration" itself, where not everything worked exactly
as planned. The technical apparatus, including webcam, computer, phone, variously
laser-cut plastic mountings, and servos, were in the demonstrator's kit and did indeed
operate as desired. In the preparation space for this demonstration, the demonstrator
had some adjustable mountings for all of the microscope parts, which unfortunately
remained in that space. At BOSSLAB during the demonstration, these mountings were
not present, and a way to attach all the parts together and hold them steady needed to
be constructed on the fly – not by the demonstrator, but by "witnesses".

Figure 5.1: u-cam assembly, incomplete

Instead of having specialized equipment to hold the microscope parts, rubber
bands, empty beer cans, textbooks, and binder clips were used to hold them steady.
(See Figure 5.1) "Whatever worked" to hold the parts stable enough was what was used.
Samples that were to be examined under the microscope were also not present, and
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had to be gathered from the area inside and outside BOSSLAB. A fresh leaf (see Figure
5.2) that one of the witnesses picked up was chosen as the test for the microscope
(instead of a drop of standing water from a bucket outside the garage) because it would
remain stable and not run into the delicate and tenuously-secured electronics of the DIY
microscope.

Figure 5.2: u-cam output image

In this way, the eccentricities of the paralaboratory environment converged to
both foil the demonstration and to solve problems with it, much like with their
autoclaves. If this were merely a demonstration, the process that the demonstrator
went through would have been researched and rehearsed to ensure that what would
happen would proceed (mostly) as planned, and they would have been able to complete
it as intended, to approach a particular notion of "truth" about scientific knowledge
production – that one can create a microscope using off-the-shelf equipment to which
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most people would have access. Ironically, the partial failure and resolution of this
demonstration proved this "truth" of DIYbio’s experimental program; if this
demonstration had taken place in the lecture hall of a scientific institution rather than a
paralaboratory, it would have been a total failure because there would not be easily
available "junk" to work with, and the social structure would tacitly prohibit "audience"
members from coming to the podium to assist the demonstrator.
With Robert Boyle's demonstrations in particular (and the notion of the modest
witness), experimental failure was expected and not considered a failure of the scientific
method itself, instead it was seen as a failure of some part of that specific experiment's
process (Shapin and Schaffer 1985). The experiment has failed, but science has not.
Using the collective understanding of the experiment and collective experiences (in the
form of tacit knowledge) of performing the experiment, para-scientists use
experimental failure as a place where the inner workings of a particular scientific
methodology can be interrogated and explained. In the case of an experimental failure,
para-scientists collectively troubleshoot the experiment by (literally) "calling out" what
they think went wrong, and those with more experience with the experiment can
discuss why or why not that particular hypothesis is correct. One of the more common
of these experimental failures was in gel electrophoresis following PCR (a fairly standard
laboratory technique) – because of the amount of tacit knowledge involved in making
this procedure work, there are many points of failure, which can be as "simple" as
inexperienced pipette technique, expired reagents, primer-dimers (bits of DNA
attaching to one another unintentionally), or forgetting to put a drop of oil in the PCR
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tube. Inevitably and unspectacularly, one of the less-experienced para-scientists'
experimental runs with gel electrophoresis will fail, and the process of figuring out what
failed begins. For these cases, one DIY biologists’ mantra was “it’s science, kids,”
suggesting that failure was an integral part of the process and should not be a problem.
Because of the many different methods of truth-making, from various disciplines
of participants, an “interdisciplinary” process about what constitutes the “truth” must
take place, and creates a negotiated “truth-outcome” (but does exclude others). To
extend this, the methodology that takes place in the paralaboratory spaces of DIYbio
can be seen as the development of an alternate (para-)scientific method for "regulating
social interaction within the scientific community" that is focused through notions of
modesty among (professional) scientists. In this mode, the "problem of knowledge" is
addressed as a collective issue that can only be resolved by a negotiation of what
constitutes the Truth of a particular experiment or demonstration (Shapin and Schaffer
1985).
I would like to compare these modes of truth-making to what Shapin & Schaffer
discussed with regards to Boyle's air pump, and Latour with Pasteur's microbes, where
witnesses are led by a well-prepared expert through a carefully choreographed
demonstration which produces a single specific interpretation of the Truth (Shapin and
Schaffer 1985; Latour 1988). For example, Boyle intended that the indisputable
existence of a vacuum be the outcome of his demonstration of the air pump, and
Pasteur intended the indisputable existence of microbes from his flask demonstrations.
In these demonstrations, a particular scientific apparatus was intended to produce a
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particular scientific truth about nature, and to suggest that the experimental programs
that these scientists were professing were indeed correct in their (experimentally)
manipulative capacity. The production of truth in these cases lies both in elaborating the
importance of a natural process and proving the validity of an experimental
apparatus/program, albeit in "opposite" ways. In Boyle's case, proving that air had some
essential life-maintaining quality (causing death) was linked to the air pump apparatus
operating properly (removing air); in Pasteur's case, proving that microbes caused
spoilage (letting microbes thrive) was linked to the culture flask not permitting dust to
enter until the flask's neck was broken. The role of the "witness" in these
demonstrations was to be a passive recipient of knowledge, and to be modest during
their observation. The social "rules" when inhabiting this particular role are important to
note: problems with the apparatus could be discussed, but only after the demonstrator
had completed their work. It was seen as rude to interrupt the demonstrator in the
course of their experimentation.
This is also connected to discussions about expertise. In trying to figure out how
to talk about the ways that my field sites work, I've had some trouble with
conceptualizing how things get done in a space with very few formal rules (this is not to
say there are no rules) and no formal power structure (again, this is not to say there is
not one). In a "professional" laboratory, the expertise of a scientist is tightly bound to
their social position, so the PI (principal investigator) on a project has "more expertise"
and "more power," but "less" than the lab supervisor, etcetera. In an "amateur"
laboratory space where the social positions are not as formalized, the power structure
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takes a flatter shape (rather than a hierarchical one), and power/knowledge/expertise
are negotiated on-the-fly around the particular project on which work is being done. For
example, whoever is running the lab at Genspace generally defers their "in charge"
status if they are working on a project with other people and do not have the “working
knowledge” required to complete it.

5.7

“Academia Lite?”
After a few months of fieldwork, one of my interlocutors asked if I had come up

with any interesting conclusions or seen anything interesting. I told them that I found
lots of interesting things (obv. - this is what I am supposed to be doing), but that I was
unsure of making any conclusions just yet. They absolutely insisted I share some kind of
finding with them, no matter how trivial or unsubstantiated. What I shared was that I
thought that Genspace was making an academic environment – I believe my exact
words were "academia lite." They seemed to find this absolutely baffling, both from the
look on their face and the conversation that followed. They quickly questioned me
about this, because their explicit goal was to make the space the least like an academic
research laboratory as possible. The discomfort with which they expressed this
destabilized me as the always-already-uncomfortable ethnographer. At first, what they
said made me unsure of my ethnographic faculties (was what I was seeing really there?),
then unsure of what I was doing there (am I just laying my own preconceptions onto
their work?).
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I tried to explain myself. Genspace hosted talks by both academic and nonacademic speakers, ran educational classes, had a BSL-1 (biosafety level 1) laboratory,
and the day-to-day operations were run by folks drenched in academia. I suggested that
while they had some of the "trappings" of an academic laboratory, they were iterating,
rather than merely reproducing what was being done in academia, and that this was
what I found the most interesting. "Oh…yes, of course," they replied.
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6. Working Knowledge
The basic premise of the parasite (and parenthetical) that structures this work is
that they are at the same time things (constituted relations) and activities (performed).
The parasitic relation is one that is performative and constative: one cannot only have
parasitic relations, but rather they must be made and performed as well. This tension
between the constative and performative shows up in the STS literature on expertise,
where expertise is largely discussed as something that an individual has, rather than
something they do. With very limited exception, much of the STS literature is "stuck"
talking about the a form of expertise that is constituted (or commoditized) in some
fashion, which is wholly inside of the professional/amateur dichotomy that I have
previously attempted to deconstruct and critique. The result of this is that some
conceptions of scientific expertise suggest a "passive consumption" of scientific
knowledge tidbits from elite (professional) scientists to the "masses" (amateurs/nonprofessionals) (de Certeau 1988). Because scientific expertise is located in some
constative thing (a “degree,” for example), it is also highly individualized, along with the
knowledge that it produces. The practice of “objectivity” strips the political processes
that led to knowledge’s creation, effectively turning it into an interchangeable
commodity. What I have seen during my fieldwork is that the way that expertise plays
out is in a collective form, where "individual" performances of expertise when done in a
collective manner, create a kind of expertise that cannot be located in any one person.
Rather, we need to think about expertise in a similar way to how Foucault alludes to the
exercise of power, where we cannot speak of the what or where of expertise, only the
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how mechanisms of its use and effects. What I see is that expertise, as it is done in a
DIYbio space, is always negotiated through a demonstrative performance, suggesting
that we need to dislocate the locus of expertise from the constative to the performative,
and from the individual to the collective.
Daniel Kleinman touches on something that one DIY biologist said regarding the
distance between those that produce ("doing science") scientific knowledge and its
consumers ("getting science") (Kleinman 2000). Both see contemporary scientific
knowledge production as being about academically credentialed scientists creating
knowledge in a way that does not encourage new models of thinking, but "merely" the
production of knowledge within pre-existing models (“paradigms,” perhaps). For them,
the solution to this problem is to allow “non-credentialed” researchers to have a say, at
least peripherally, in the formulation of new ways of thinking about knowledge and its
creation. To do this, both think that the gap between producers and consumers of
scientific knowledge should be filled with "informed citizens" (my words) who have a
basic understanding of how science is done and can both question “scientific canon”
and participate in the creation of new knowledge and new ways of thinking. This
approach is similar to how other authors (who I will discuss below) write about political
decision making processes that utilize science, but treating scientific knowledge itself as
a political decision making process, and provide a place for the influence of “nonscientists” into the creation and elaboration of scientific knowledge. Opening the “black
box” of knowledge production would allow for science to be viewed as a process that
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operates on consensus among persons, rather than consensus among credentialed
elites.

6.1

(Para)scientific Legitimacy
Another form of this constative/performative tension is in the very existence of

"problem of legitimacy," where the ability to make scientific claims to truth is tied up in
a particular individual's expertise (which is in most cases “commodified”). Arguing about
who is permitted to make legitimate truth claims is a discursive trap which reiterates
(without difference) the professional/amateur (i.e. science/non-science) binary
opposition. This problem of legitimacy is at its core a problem of authoritative truth
claims: where this “authority” can come from, and what kinds of claims can be made
using said authority. One example of this can be found in Collins and Evans' work, who
after many pages of “waxing STS” about the problem of legitimacy, leave it largely
unresolved (Collins and Evans 2002). The way that science studies has figured a way of
normalizing/commodifying expertise into a form that is rhetorically productive was to
demarcate the boundary between amateurs and professionals through differing kinds of
expertise. The “amateur expertise” version Collins and Evans term "experience-based
expertise" (which seems redundant, as all expertise is based on experience): a
professional gains a commoditized form of expertise (a “degree”) through experience in
an educational institution – it is shorthand for a performative process that has
happened, rather than a particular locus of “expertise” or “authority.” In my experience
with DIY biologists, rather than presuming degrees are a mark of expertise and
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consequent authority to claims of truth, they demand that expertise be demonstrated
through the provision of information and the exercise of skills that actually do things for
them. (This conception of expertise seems to fall entirely within a realm of "experiencebased expertise," since they need to experience one's expertise in order to believe it
exists.)
For example, I have a bachelor’s degree in biochemistry and biophysics, and I
noticed that I was being completely ignored in virtually all of my vocal suggestions of
how to do things until I "got my hands dirty" (sometimes literally) with demonstrations,
and showed that I was competent. After performing my competence as a scientist, my
verbal suggestions then carried some weight, and I was listened to, at the very least as a
"contributor" to their project, if not an "expert." This seemed to be a kind of enrollment
process, as Michel Callon terms it (Callon 1984). For DIY biologists in most cases,
expertise is not a discrete “bit” of authority, embedded in degrees on a wall, but
embodied in performances, positive contributions, and interactions with them. The
“problem of legitimacy” is resolved through a demonstration: a display and
performance, rather than a commodity that can be transplanted and translated from
other domains, based solely on the implicational authority of social institutions (e.g.
universities).
Brian Wynne noted something similar in his take on the problem of legitimacy –
the points where he found Collins and Evans’ solution to the "problem of legitimacy"
break down or become misunderstood were multiple, but I will focus on only one here
(Wynne 2003). He saw Collins and Evans's framing of issues was about risks and not
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public meanings, that public decision-making was not a set of isolated processes or
decisions, and that their ideas reinforced uncritical imaginaries of Western science in
the public imagination. Wynne suggested that what constitutes a "core set" is unclear,
and I would like to suggest that this lack of clarity indicates a place where the
amateur/professional binary is unstable. For Collins and Evans, a “core set” for scientific
decision making is constituted by a group of scientists who make the technical decisions
about how “knowledge” is made, which is distinguished from the periphery based on
this participation. Arie Rip found something similar in his response to Collins and Evans,
noting that the core set exhibited neither continuity nor stability in who constitutes the
core set, and that figuring the “core” was a matter of privileging one group of scientists
over another (based on a social scientists' analysis of a particular issue or topic) (Rip
2003). Wynne concurred, suggesting that by framing issues in terms of "core sets," we
(social scientists) are essentially continuing to leave the power of definition of issues to
scientists – erasing and ignoring other framings of contentious issues that are important
for policy-making and decision-making processes regarding science. This relates to the
earlier point I suggested regarding one’s “expert authority,” in that the way a “core set”
(those who participate in the technical aspects of producing scientific knowledge) for
DIY biologists is determined through a performative and participatory process of
enrollment of participants.
One particularly useful idea that might help to clarify this kind of expertise is
from Sheila Jasanoff's work on “civic epistemology,” which she characterized as
"institutional practices by which members of a given society test and deploy knowledge
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claims used as a basis for making collective choices" (Jasanoff 2005). This is a much
more robust description of interactions between "science and the public" than the
internalist model of "public understanding of science" centered around claims of
"rational behavior" by citizens and "lack of knowledge" on their part. The latter of these
descriptions suggests the traditional “deficiency” model of scientific knowledge
production, where it is produced by elite professionals, and consumed by laypersons.
This model stems from the Victorian "diffusion model" of science that Anne Secord
documented in working-class botany (Secord 1994a). What I would like to do is extend
this civic epistemology into the production of scientific knowledge itself. As access to
the means of production of scientific knowledge has become easier, testing, and even
making one's own knowledge claims has become easier as well. Claims that living next
to an oil refinery might be bad for one's health, claims about the safety of GMOs, or the
effects of climate change, can be tested and deployed by "non-experts" through the
production of new scientific knowledge, even if it is dismissed by certain professionals
as "politically motivated." As Jasanoff also states, what civic epistemology does is
acknowledges the embeddedness of scientific culture inside of “broader” culture.
Within the DIYbio community, there seems to be a tacit understanding of this
notion of civic epistemology, and a belief that ad-hoc or formalized institutional
frameworks might allow for more meaningful and productive interactions between
expert scientists/scientific knowledge and non-expert/professional “citizens.” Creating
and ensuring access to scientific knowledge and the means to its’ production is one way
that the DIYbio community is working to fill a void in the “public understanding of
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science.” Instead of seeking to “educate” a non-expert public, they suggest that
interested persons can and should create their own understandings of science, and
interact on one’s own terms with the production and use of scientific knowledge.
One factor that Jasanoff describes as contributing to civic epistemology is the
demonstration, which figures heavily into DIYbio practice. What I would draw from this
is the dual way that she sees the demonstration as acting to "validate the immediate
venture" (the claim to truth a particular experiment is making) and also "bolster[ing] the
overall narrative of technological optimism" (Jasanoff 2005). In DIY biology, the
demonstration obviously seems to do this for the former of these, along with allowing
for public engagement with science itself (rather than interacting with knowledge that
has been produced by absent experts). For the overall public, industrial and commercial
demonstrations of scientific projects gain credibility by appealing to emotional
narratives of "technological optimism" and “progress.” For DIY biologists,
demonstrations produce credibility for the individual researcher, the paralaboratory
space they are performed as a part of, and also for the legitimacy of “DIY” as a research
program. As Jasanoff suggests as well, this is probably a way of doing science that is
culturally contingent, as Britain does not "need constant affirmation through
technological demonstrations" (Jasanoff 2005).
Bogner and Menz elaborate on the culturally contingent nature of expertise and
credibility by using comparisons between various “Western” ethics advisory boards
created in the early 2000s which were made up entirely of experts (Bogner and Menz
2010). However, it is interesting to note that the Austrian bioethics board they studied
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did not have in its membership any "bioethicists," experts who specialize in various
ethical concerns around biological research, whereas the American board was replete
with them. They suggest that what led to a "legitimation crisis" of the Austrian board
was that the process of determining membership was not transparent and there
seemed to be no rationale for how “experts” were chosen. This crisis was brought about
by a response by "organizations of disabled people" through the formation of other
(para-sited) ethical advisory groups, which were formed to draw specific attention to
the lack of transparency, which resulted in a tension between "experts" and "the
public." While the official board created a space for the representation and vocalization
of "expert advice," the formation of un-official boards produced a public resistance to
"expert advice," by directly involving "the public" in the policy deliberation process.
Bogner and Menz suggested that the institutionalizing of public participation (in Austria
at least) could provide a better way for public involvement in the policy-making process
than current ways which center about public opinion polling.
When compared to the ways in which this works in the United States, there is a
definite lack of institutionalized public participation in debates over bioethical issues,
but certain bioethicists like Jonathan Moreno, take flight from the traditional ethical
mode of drawing heavily from philosophy (Moreno 2005). Moreno, who is both a
medical doctor and an ethicist, performs something along the lines of "ethnographicallyinformed ethics," where he draws on his experience as a medical practitioner to not
inform his ethical stance in a philosophical way, but to "speak-for" those under his
medical care. In this way, he produces his expertise by performing his knowledge of
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philosophical ethical issues, and also acts as a representative of certain publics
(patients). This mode of performing a combination of expertise and public
representation is one that appeared in the “un-official” advisory boards of Austria, and
also appears in the practice of DIY biology.
In DIYbio, there is a constant ongoing discussion of ethics about the research
that they perform, and it operates in much the same manner as those un-official boards
in Austria. DIY biologists are largely experts in some field related to and through DIYbio,
and are not only scientists: they are citizens. However, DIYbio as a group is not entirely
made up of scientific researchers. There are parasitic anthropologists (such as myself),
journalists, office workers, artists, engineers, computer programmers, etcetera. Each of
us is a “citizen” as well, so we are all equally concerned with problems that might arise
from research done in the practice of DIY biology. The way that this kind of research is
performed is through the involvement of all of the members present at a particular
meeting or participating in a research project, so the diversity of perspectives ends up
being embedded in the devices that are constructed and the knowledge that is situated
in and around them. One participant’s concern about the use of a particular hazardous
chemical in an experiment can lead to an immediate change in the material construction
of said experiment. And since everyone is a member of "the public," the machines and
discourses that DIYbio makes are contingent upon both expert and public opinion.
Mark Brown also discussed this relationship, suggesting that scientists are acting
as representatives of nature, but not of citizens (who they also in effect represent)
(Brown 2009). Since these public(s) are represented by scientists, they ought to have a
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say in scientific deliberation (politically and not necessarily democratically), suggesting
that “the public” is already in a way represented in the scientific process through the
notion of "common sense" that is imparted on the scientists by inhabiting a particular
culture. This notion of common sense is problematically normative, in a way that
suggests a kind of unquestioned cultural homogeneity. His remedy to this is to perhaps
institutionalize “scientific politics,” or rather science which has become politicized. In a
case he presented about "Plan B," a birth control medication, he pointed out that there
were political dimensions to the "scientific decision" to make Plan B an “over the
counter” medication, which manifested themselves in a scientific mode of
argumentation within the FDA, showing that some of these institutionalizations already
do take place.

6.2

Contingencies
For Sandra Harding the relationship between universality and modernity is

central to what makes up contemporary scientific work. Claims of universalism, as she
stated, are hallmarks of modernity, and much of the stress around modernist accounts
of science are an offshoot of attempts to make claims of Western science, and Western
science itself, universally applicable. She outlined three claims that underlie this idea:
"there exists just one world, one and only one possible true account of it, and one
unique science that can piece together the one account that will accurately reflect the
truth about that one world" (Harding 1998). She also suggested that there is another
claim inside of this, "that there is a distinctive universal human 'class,' some distinctive
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group of humans who should be taken as exemplars of the uniquely or admirably
human to whom the truth about the world could become evident" (Harding 1998). We
must pay attention to this claim with regards to DIYbio and other “amateur science”
groups, since encompassed in it is the idea that there is not a "distinctive universal
human 'class'" that can do science. Anyone and everyone is invited to participate in
DIYbio projects, as evidenced by open doors, signs on the street, and blogs on the
Internet – people out for a stroll on the streets of Boston or New York City, or surfing
the Internet, are invited to participate in meetings and discussions about their work
(provided they have the time…).
One component of this that Harding discusses is the sometimes adversarial
relationship between “science” and “democracy,” problematizing the view that the
"universality" of scientific claims supports democracy because anyone can participate in
the construction of scientific knowledge. The exceptional emphasis on universalizable
claims places those who currently have the power to make such claims (“professional”
scientists/experts) in a loop of positive reinforcement of said power. Since the power to
create universal claims of Truth are not distributed to all, it tends to amplify the
negative outcomes and social effects for those not already possessing the power to
construct narratives of Truth through scientific knowledge. DIY biologists are on
occasion, keenly aware of this, and attempt to cultivate rather than suppress dissent. By
providing a space for "more democratic" exchange of perspectives on science, they
constrain the force of universalism while simultaneously enabling "science" that is
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perhaps more multicultural than the well-established Western perspective on science to
come into being.
Both of these previous claims are related to another that she makes about social
power and its power in forming accounts of nature. Each of the groups that already has
the power to determine how nature works are in turn constructed, constrained, and
changed by their cultural values. Within all accounts of “nature,” there is embedded the
particular values and workings of the society of the person or people that constructed
them. One of the key social values implicated in DIY biologists’ projects is that of
friendship, either between people, or between people and microorganisms. If there is
any one value that is or should be made universal, it is friendship and the affirmation of
it.
What Harding suggests that we as social scientists do, is to re-frame claims of
universality into a "local-global continuum." She suggests that this includes the critical
idea that context is as important as the content of scientific claims. Things that are
considered "scientific" in one context might not be considered as such in another, but
this does not necessarily devalue science itself. Her idea of "multiple objectivities" takes
this idea and applies it to objectivity itself – each culture or site of scientific research has
its own conception of objectivity, and what scientists/researchers should do is aspire to
that particular (local) value, rather than some “universally valid” ideal.
Neva Hassanein’s work (Hassanein 2000) is especially connected to the kind of
many-sited “parasite science” that DIY biologists are doing. Hassanein studied a kind of
science that was resistant to the one-way flow of information of biotechnological
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research (agriculture), and also not quite within the traditional lay/expert mode of
conceptualizing expertise. In this particular work, Hassanein leaves on the margins
questions of universal knowledge, and focuses more on the places in which knowledges
are situated. Science as a collective learning process (a concept that carries great weight
for DIY biologists) is very important to her interlocutors. She provides a framework for
understanding knowledge based not on universally-shared objective facts, like
traditional modes of science, but as localized bits of knowledge that can be shared. Of
particular interest are the ways in which linkages between institutional organizational
structure and the ways in which knowledge is produced and disseminated. I see this
same difference in the way that the institutions parasitically attached to DIYbio are
structured, especially at paralaboratories DIY biologists construct.
The process of producing and sharing information in DIYbio is tightly wound up
in the performance of a demonstration, which is its own kind of "bit of knowledge." This
particular method of knowledge creation and credibility-making comports well with the
connection between organizational structure and knowledge production that Hassanein
makes. The organizational structure of BOSSLAB in 2010 was such that there were two
"instigators of knowledge," who facilitated meetings and loosely organized
presenters/demonstrators. These demonstrations seemed to be both a "cool thing" for
participants, and a place from which to show and talk about knowledge. Since most of
the participants were not deeply familiar with biological language, the demonstration
allows for the presenter to literally show what is happening, instead of using abstract
words and concepts to discuss an absent phenomenon. The contingencies and
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conditions of the knowledge that are being demonstrated are contained within the
technical aspects of the demonstration itself, and performed by the demonstrator. In
other words, they are physically embodied in the device and narrated by a performance,
and not abstractly relayed in print via journal or book. Because of this interplay between
demonstration and demonstrator, the emphasis seems to be on the methods of the
sharing of knowledge and less on the knowledge itself. One can have an interesting
demonstration that shows an uninteresting concept, but through the process of sharing
it in this way, the demonstrator incites participants’ interest and produces
performances of knowledge and knowing.

6.3

Institutional Performance(s)
Steve Hilgartner's book, Science on Stage, focuses not only on the creation of

"scientific knowledge," but more importantly on the performance of expertise,
authority, trustworthiness, and credibility (Hilgartner 2000). He uses this performativity
metaphor in a very specific bounded frame to examine official reports and meetings
that took place at the National Academy of the Sciences regarding nutritional
recommendations. The key concept of this work is the metaphor of performativity
(albeit highly bounded), and the process of staging, which is very important in the
performance of scientific expertise; the staging process is a performative account of
how experts make claims and bolster them using authority. Most STS authors that I have
discussed thus far become entrenched and stuck in trying to figure out conceptually
"what is expertise?" when they should be treating it (as Hilgartner does) as "how is
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expertise done?" Instead of treating expertise as an object of conceptual work, and
analyzing it as such, Hilgartner treats it as a performance, allowing us as STS scholars to
animate conceptual notions of authority/trustworthiness/credibility/expertise within a
material frame, rather than an imaginary one.
However, the performativity that Hilgartner misses, as Nancy Campbell states, is
everything outside of the tight boundaries of the institutional level of the NAS – how the
politics and rhetorics of these reports "play" in spaces and discourses other than the
NAS (Campbell 2004). In essence, reports that the NAS produces are a political
structuring for the way that the United States deals with diet and nutrition. Hilgartner
does not discuss the ways in which reports structure and constrain (and vice versa)
dietary and nutritional choices for nutritionists, "regular citizens," and government
officials making policy.
What he does discuss about performativity makes some salient claims about the
institutional structuring of advising and information control/dissemination processes.
He suggests that the advisory board uses rhetorical devices and rhetoric to support or
bolster claims, uses “stage management” techniques for controlling what the audience
sees, shows how they use institutional identity and social interests to perform authority
and produce trustworthiness, and shows that they use information control and written
documents to move between front and back stages to produce “dramatic effects.” Each
of these shapes and produces the particular kinds of performance that the NAS makes.
Use of dramaturgical techniques such as props, speaking with a single voice in published
reports, and links to cultural expectations of what expertise should be, all lead to a
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careful construction of an objective public image that shows "unquestionable science
and technological expertise" (Hilgartner 2000). Performance of each of these techniques
at multiple levels produces scientific reports and discourses that create the institutional
authority of the NAS.
The levels at which performativity is at play in DIYbio are multiple: from DIY
biologists’ interactions at a meta-level of discourse, to the micro-level of their
interactions with microorganisms, they are doing highly related, if not the same, kinds of
performances. In particular, “safety” (much like the NAS reports treated "health"), is the
neutralized “scientific” discursive frame in which they operate. Policies put forth by the
United States government (by the CDC) suggesting that "containment of parasites" is a
central component of "safety" are at the same time passively consumed and actively
modified, performed, and questioned (Chosewood and Wilson 2009). This is not to say
that the research that DIY biologists are doing is unsafe in any way, but that the
discursive slippage in what constitutes “laboratory safety” allow for different kinds of
(still, safe) scientific work to be done. In other government organizations, such as the
U.S. Postal Service, "safety" is performed by coding intricate containment procedures
into human behaviors and detection equipment at most Post Office mail distribution
centers (USPS 2013). For DIY biologists, these kinds of safety procedures are coded into
a performance of "safety" discourse that exists in their imaginaries of what a "safe
experiment" is, and the ways that they design and construct their demonstrations and
equipment to contain risks and microorganisms.
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7. Parascientists

“Never underestimate the determination of a kid who is time-rich and cash-poor.”
(Doctrow 2008)
Most of the intellectual tension in regards to writing about do-it-yourself biology
practitioners centers about the amateur/professional binary – each of the chapters in
this dissertation is written about a different manifestation of this binary and how we
may shift the ways that we think, talk, and write about the sciences in order to
productively sidestep it. I hope to continue on this path to temporarily introduce a new
term for participants in DIY biology, aside from “amateurs,” “hobbyists,” or even “citizen
scientists.” Among the many monikers that have been used to describe DIY biology
(sometimes by the practitioners themselves), I would like to draw attention to “citizen
science” in this chapter, and the discourses that it exists in.
By pulling on various amateur/professional conflicts that have been discussed in
the historical literature, and how they have been resolved, I would also like to provide
some kind of resolution to current problems that do-it-yourself biology presents for the
maintenance of the “border” between amateur and professional. Historically, these
conflicts have been resolved by re-aligning the boundaries between professional and
amateur. The difference in the contemporary era is that the very means of production
of scientific knowledge are now under pressure, making the problems that are arising
around the current amateur and professional boundaries deeper than they have been in
the past. Instruments that have previously required great skill or money to operate or
acquire are easily and cheaply used or available. With very minimal training and money,
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anyone can do scientific work in biology. This does not sit well with "professionals" who
have spent a great deal of time and money on developing a special set of expertise, and
appear to take it personally that people without credentialed expertise, specialization,
or well-funded institutions can do the same things that they can. Boundary work by
“professionals” to prevent “amateurs” from gaining legitimacy in their scientific
research is becoming more prevalent in both published and unpublished areas.
However, this is not simply a matter of delegitimizing actual scientific labor. DIY
biologists tend to be "at the mercy" of professionalized and institutionalized cultures
because of this “amateur” framing. We are able to see this in how they are treated by
some journalists and social scientists who tend to feel free to take up “amateurs’” time
to "collect data and quotes," and also in how they are treated by professional biology
researchers via boundary work that demarcates what they are doing not only as “not
science,” but as "bad science."

7.1

Frontiers of Biology
While I have examined many historical disputes regarding amateurs and

professionals, none resemble on the whole what is presently happening with DIY
biology. The most similar historical dispute that it resembles is one that existed inside
the discipline of biology, between "field" and "laboratory" biologists, as discussed by
Robert Kohler (Kohler 2002). This is very important to note because of the outcome:
there is no longer any question of claims to truth between lab and field biology. The
tension between field and laboratory was resolved by changes in the means of
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production of both "kinds" of biology being practiced. Field biology and laboratory
biology are today seen as mutually-beneficial components of biological knowledge
production – not mutually exclusive, with one being "better" than the other, or one
producing more accurate facts. In this case, the “field” became more like the laboratory,
and the “laboratory” more like the field, rearranging the means of scientific knowledge
production in a co-constitutive way, instead of reifying existing boundaries.
The work that DIY biologists are doing, and the tone they exhibit towards the
institutional laboratory sciences they parasite from, do not suggest a specific boundary
between amateur and professional, but rather a frontier between mutually-constituted
fields. As I have tried to argue previously, it is difficult to place DIY biologists into
historical disputes along the amateur/professional boundary or border simply because
they are not amateurs. Most DIY biologists have some kind of advanced educational
degree, making the critiques of science that they have resemble most closely Kohler's
"frontier" between lab and field, because everyone involved is a “professional” of some
sort (Kohler 2002).
Kohler suggests that "frontiers" are a better frame than "boundaries" to talk
about the relations between laboratory and field biology for several reasons. First, the
frontier is about fuzzy "zones" and not demarcating "lines" (much like the boundary
between host and parasite – they are difficult to distinguish). He suggests that borders
are political, and about demarcating one thing from another; that things can be
formulated as being on "one side" or "the other," in a way that can neatly separate, for
example, science from non-science, or amateur from professional. The kind of work
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done at boundaries is done by "boundary workers" who have a vested political or
economic interest in creating and maintaining discrete boundaries, like "real" scientists
trying to keep "charlatans" (or amateurs) out of the production of scientific knowledge.
He suggests that the nature of boundaries is that they are politically formed and
charged, and frontiers are (in addition to being politically created) zones of ecological
and economic exchange, where "power is uncertain" (Kohler 2002). The modus
operandi of boundaries is to close off two spaces from one another, whereas frontiers
are about creating a zone where two spaces can have productive kinds of transfer from
one to the other by emphasizing that it is a place where two cultures mix. His third point
is that frontiers have different layers of cultural construction about them. The "clear"
distinguishing between self and other that takes place at a border (or boundary) is
muddied at a frontier. Neither ethnic nor topographical features figure into where a
frontier can exist. Lastly, the cultural field in a frontier is a place of mixing and
divergence, in which may form "new hybrid societies" that may be hostile towards or
distinct from the two "cultures" who constitute the frontier zone (Kohler 2002).
Because the frontier zone is focused on the features of a place, rather than on
the line that demarcates two places, it relates to what I tried to describe as the
paralaboratory in that its constitution is not based on the existence of semi-permiable
walls (boundaries), but rather an assemblage of instruments and researchers. The same
kinds of exchanges at a frontier take place in the interactions between host and parasite
– especially with regards to the parasite laboratories and the parabiopolitics that DIY
biologists are making. This does not mean that theoretical frames of "collaboration" and
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"cooperation" work particularly well here, as cooperation and collaboration have
"different layers of cultural construction," and draw upon very specific forms of power
(Kohler 2002). Collaboration implies equality in power or status, and like cooperation,
intentionality on both sides rather than complicity from one to the other. DIY biologists
may be trying to collaborate and cooperate with institutional scientific laboratories, but
they are not always well-received. The imbalance of social status and power between
DIYbio researchers and their institutionalized counterparts needs to be examined as
part of what makes DIYbio the way that it is.
The way that Kohler formulates the difference between boundary and frontier is
one that can help us to sidestep the problematic amateur/professional dichotomy, by
reformulating it as a frontier, and looking at internal-to-professionals kinds of disputes
and the ways in which they are resolved. By examining do-it-yourself biology as a
frontier zone or parasite, rather than as a boundary or border between amateur and
professional, we can focus on the features that DIYbio has that make the work they do
about cultural re-formation and change within the field of professional science. (Also
see (Meyer 2008)) Much of the work that DIY biologists do is about critiquing problems
which they share with (other) professionals regarding the means of production of
scientific knowledge, and as a result create a new kind of scientific culture that does not
need to be bound by amateur or professional distinctions.
Scientific researchers working in the field of DIY biology are biologists in practice,
but not necessarily in name. If we can move past calling and treating DIY biologists as
“amateurs,” a much clearer description of what is happening can be seen. Chris Kelty
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has suggested the figure of the "Outlaw Biologist:" one who is at the frontiers of science
and plays in the “wild” (Kelty 2010). This framing of them does do some work to
“rehabilitate” DIY biologists’ image, but it still places them as outsiders to the canon of
scientific research. I feel that formulating them as anything but active and
“professionalized” participants in the creation of scientific knowledge does them a
disservice, including calling them "citizen scientists."
While suggesting DIY biologists are citizen scientists does a little to step outside
the amateur/professional distinction, like Kelty’s “outlaw biologist,” I feel that the
popular discursive use of “citizen scientist” maps much too cleanly onto the “amateur”
side. The main political project of this work is to argue that the scientific labor that DIY
biologists (and the historical groups to which I compare them) are doing has been, and
still is, an integral component of scientific work, and consequently DIY biologists need to
be treated with the same respect as "professional" scientists – not dismissed as
irrelevant "hobbyists" or "amateurs," or as dutiful “citizen scientists.” Part of this is to
try to come up with new terminology, so I would like to critique the current
arrangement of the amateur/professional binary (“citizen science”) and suggest that a
new term, “parascientist,” would be more apt to describe the culture on this emergent
frontier.

7.2

Citizen Science
The citizen science moniker was created to describe a kind of participation in the

production of scientific knowledge that was (at the time) nascent and not developed
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enough for deep analysis. On the whole, “citizen science” continues to rely on the
amateur/professional binary that I have previously attempted to deconstruct, with
some minor differences. For the most part, the citizen science frame has been used to
productively mobilize said binary in order to accomplish large-scale observational work
that would be too expensive or time-consuming to otherwise perform (e.g. produce
data on water quality, document the movement of stars, or catalog flora and fauna in
many locales), and still largely benefits the professional side of the
amateur/professional boundary. It implies that a distinction between “real scientist”
and “citizen scientist” can be made, based on “old” linkages between credential-based
expertise (or employment status).
This remaps the binary onto citizen/professional, suggesting that researchers in
do-it-yourself biology cannot be "professional" if they are to be citizen scientists – that
the work they do has to be qualified in a political way so that it can be demarcated
("boundary work") as non-science, or treated as merely "educating the public." This also
implies a kind of political inactivity on the part of professionals. One very recent
editorial in Nature openly suggests that citizen scientists should not be trusted to do
"good" scientific work because they may have political motivations behind their
participation in science, and that this will "taint" the objectivity of scientific knowledge
production (“Rise of the Citizen Scientist” 2015). This notion of apolitical or "neutral"
science seems strange (or even plain wrong) to those of us who study scientists. In our
social scientific work on the sciences, should we define who is a (real) scientist by a
supposed "lack" of political motivations for doing their work, or do we need to re-
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emphasize in our analysis that science itself is political? If one is participating in the
construction of scientific knowledge, are they not a scientist, regardless of their
motivations? Or at the very least a parascientist? Qualifying scientific work with a
category of political action ("democracy" or "citizenship") is dubious, indeed. Part of the
problem of emphasizing the "openly political" goals of citizen scientists is that even for
professional scientists, research can be done for many reasons that exist
contemporaneously – "objective" knowledge-driven goals behind “legitimate” scientific
research can be done at the same time as "political" ones.
In many "citizen science" projects, there is not room for political action in the
production of scientific knowledge other than simple participation, involving what some
have called the "citizen sensor" methodology, where the extent of participation in
scientific work is data-gathering (unpaid, of course). Data collection that would have
previously been done by (paid) students or post-docs can now be done without the
need to pay or share credit with a professional. Simplified collection kits can be
distributed to willing participants who can then return them to a central laboratory for
analysis by the "real scientists." Instead of sending professional scientists out into the
field to collect their data, "amateurs" (citizen scientists) can be quickly trained in sample
collection and parasitized for their free labor. The research programs involving the
citizen sensor methodology tend to be one-sidedly parasitic, with the “real” scientists
getting the credit for the work. Some projects, however, do share credit (by attributing
authorship of some kind to participants), but many do not because of the large number
of citizen sensors, which are sometimes on the order of thousands. Interestingly,
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professional scientists generally have no problem doing this amongst themselves, with
the number of papers with 1000+ authors climbing rapidly over the last several years
(not necessarily due to an increase in utilizing citizen scientists) (Hotz 2015). However,
this kind of credit-sharing is only meaningful within the institutions that stem from, or
are attached to, these journals. In other words, the power of authorship credit in
professional institutionalized science do not necessarily hold sway for DIY biologists –
the goal of a “professional” researcher may be to rack up authorships in journals in
order to earn a promotion, but for a DIY biologist an authorship credit does not have
similar (or any) economic value.
Another co-temporal movement that is happening with the emergence of citizen
science is the construction of a panic around STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics) education. This crisis supposedly involves a lack of professionally
trained workers in technical fields, and the solution is to train more people in these
fields. Citizen science fits into this “panic” because it is seen as a gateway to enroll
“average Joes and Janes” into STEM fields by encouraging participation and activating
nascent interests in science and technology. Both within academia and the popular
press, this crisis is seen as largely a myth. Critiques of this crisis come from all ends of
the political spectrum, but one in particular emphasizes the neoliberal treatment of
labor (Anft 2013). The danger of this neoliberal treatment of labor is that citizen science,
as it is practiced in the “citizen sensor” method, can greatly reduce the economic costs
of scientific work by creatively outsourcing what was once paid labor to volunteer (free)
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forms of labor, especially in data gathering. But where does data collection by untrained
volunteers begin to shift into wrought exploitation of highly trained professionals?

7.3

Parascientific/Parasitic Economies
One extremely important factor in the recent rise and popularity of "citizen

science" is the (monetary) economics of doing scientific work. Neoliberal and
neoconservative de-funding of the governmental institutions that shoulder the burden
of scientific work (NIH, NSF, SSRC, EPA, etc.) openly reveals a desire to shift the
economics of scientific work into the "private sector" (or the "personal sector" in this
case). Many DIY biologists who are "professional scientists" (read: credentialed) are now
doing scientific work on their own time with their own money because their scientific
employment has disappeared as a result of said funding cuts. This is not limited to the
sciences; many governmental social and public assistance programs see their funding
cut as part of these governance regimes. So to hold up "citizen science" as some purely
noble endeavor in the democratization of science masks some rather massive
contemporary economic inequalities and injustices. The folks who benefit most from the
products of scientific labor can cut funding to public science agencies, and at the same
time parasite the rewards of science without having to pay for them.
Similarly, the under-employment crisis of the recession that we have been in
gives many professionals a great deal of time on their hands. DIY biologists' focus on
creating access to scientific work is not only out of noble ethical concern about
spreading scientific knowledge: it is also about their own well-being. By constructing
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their own places to work and locating their own sources of funding for their projects,
they parasite on the “newest” form of late capitalism: individual entrepreneurship. If
the figure of the interdisciplinary collaborator represented the mode of knowledge
production for the last twenty years, perhaps the parasitic knowledge entrepreneur
(parascientist?) is the figure for the next twenty: barriers that limit the means of
knowledge production are being lowered to the point where entry into the
contemporary knowledge economy requires very little individual investment of capital,
or credentialed expertise – but still requires a great deal of commitment of one’s own
time.
One example of the results of these changes in the economics of scientific
research is the use of crowd-funding websites like Kickstarter, Gofundme,
experiment.com (previously known as microryza), which shift the economic burden of
scientific research onto individuals who can voluntarily contribute to specific scientific
research programs. While this kind of funding can allow for research to be funded that is
politically sensitive or too “hair-brained” or lofty to actually be funded by traditional
sources, I am at the same time skeptical of the possible outcomes for this kind of
funding structure. When being funded by traditional sources (NSF, etcetera), scientists
must go through a rigorous (and perhaps draconian?) process to gain funding. They
must convince a relatively small group of people that funding their experimental
program is worth the large amount of money they will be granted. At the end of their
research, they are expected to publish the results, and in some cases publish them via
open-access (in the case of NIH-funded research). With these new kinds of funding
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sources, no such requirements exist, except for experiment.com, where researchers are
required to keep an open laboratory journal which documents their progress in fulfilling
their research goals to their backers. Most other crowdfunding sites do not require
anything other than periodic updates after the funding campaign is completed.
One example of a productive outcome of crowdfunding in DIY biology is the case
of "Glowing Plant," a project run out of BioCurious, where a small group created a
Kickstarter project whose goal was to produce a glowing plant – their deeper goal,
however, was to re-construct in a community laboratory the means to make transgenic
plants. Their project centered around putting the luciferin gene (from lightning bugs)
into a species of arabidopsis, something that had already been done by institutional
science decades ago using tobacco plants. According to the amount of money donated
to the project, backers would receive stickers, t-shirts, instructions for making their own
plant, a recycled "light bulb" planter, photo books, seeds of the modified plants, fullgrown versions of the plants, or most audaciously have a "personal message" inscribed
into the DNA of every plant they produce. The amount of enthusiasm for this project
resulted in the few researchers involved grossing close to $500,000, which was well
above their $65,000 goal; additionally Kickstarter introduced a ban on the funding of
GMOs (genetically modified organisms) as a direct result of the media criticism around
this project (Nosowitz 2013). When browsing through the publicity materials, the
project is written more like a sales pitch then a scientific grant proposal, drawing overtly
on social concerns like global warming, and ethical concerns such as the creation and
distribution of GMOs (“Glowing Plant | Seeds” 2015).
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This glowing plant project is interesting for other reasons – it is indicative of a
shift towards the instrumentality of scientific research, suggesting that the outcomes of
scientific research do not need to be about making knowledge for its own sake, and
instead could be about producing “gizmos.” What these researchers are doing with this
project, in their parasitic way, is to use consumer-based capitalistic science in order to
build the infrastructure to do science independent of that institution. In my discussions
with them about this, they see making the widget (glowing plants) as a secondary goal
to building a functional laboratory. Once they have fulfilled their Kickstarter goals, the
equipment they purchased and the expertise they developed for the project will be used
to work on their own projects in their community laboratory (BioCurious).
Towards the end of their Kickstarter campaign (literally the two days prior to the
closing), I was at a conference with some of the folks involved in the project, and also
with one of the founders of Genspace. The project participants were giddy at the
amount of funds being raised, excitedly checking their smartphones every five minutes
to see how much more had been raised. The Genspace founder decided that Kickstarter
was perhaps worth the trouble. One of the projects that is now working out of
Genspace is a pipetting robot named "openTRONS," which at the end of 2014 raised
$125,000 (of their $100,000 goal), and remains tightly connected to Genspace (“OT.One
Liquid Handling Robot” 2015). While the project itself was not about directly building
Genspace's infrastructure, it does lend a great deal of credibility and publicity to
Genspace, which will certainly get a free pipetting robot out of the deal (and
membership dues for the duration of the robot’s development).
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OpenTRONS also has subtle economic effects on institutionalized laboratories, as
it costs a great deal less than “industrial” models, meaning that laboratories that could
not afford to mechanically automate their pipetting can now do so (without having to
pay an undergraduate work-study student), increasing their ability to do scientific
research at a larger scale. Other “cheaper” instruments that produce this kind of
economic effect on institutional science include openPCR machines (creators related to
BioCurious), and cheap micropipettors (creator related to BOSSLAB).

7.4

Reading “Parascientist”
Part of the work of deconstructing the amateur/professional binary is writing

against the frameworks that have been deployed through the boundary work of
contemporary professional scientists, which are, intentionally or otherwise, an attempt
to maintain the social power of "professionals" and the status quo of scientific research,
to place the construction of scientific knowledge squarely within guarded and fixed
laboratory walls. In some sense, writing against these is like playing a frustrating and
endless game of whack-a-mole because the discourse of the amateur/professional
binary will in the end always privilege a professional status quo. This binary runs deep.
The walls of the laboratory as they have been historically developed serve as productive
boundaries (as Latour suggests), within which expansion and collapse are the
mechanism of scientific knowledge production. In this way, the practice of science itself
has been constructed to rely on demarcations of difference. The only way out is to
sidestep this binary and create an alternate and adjacent means of talking about science
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that does not rely on the amateur/professional binary, as this work attempts to
demonstrate. By temporarily producing the figure of the parascientist, I hope to suggest
that “do-it-yourself biology” is not simply on one side of a border or boundary, but
rather indicates a frontier upon which new modes of scientific work are being
(re)developed.
Both “professionals” and DIY biologists can be parascientists – the term does not
need to be mutually exclusive. Many “professionals” do work at DIYbio
(para)laboratories because the less-structured environment allows them to work in
ways that their institutions do not. Some institutional laboratories contain parascientists
because their research methods draw upon non-traditional modes of research (such as
crowdsourcing/citizen sensors), or utilize the instruments that have been produced as a
result of the parasitic work done by DIY biologists (such as openPCR or openTRONS).
One no longer needs massive funds and an institutionalized laboratory to do scientific
research, so what the (temporary) figure of the parascientist can do is re-emphasize
doing scientific research itself (and being remunerated for it) as the center of “science,”
rather than demarcate science as necessarily being done in a special place (a laboratory)
or requiring a special set of credentials.
One reading of "parascientist" should be akin to paraprofessional, like
“paramedic” or “paralegal:” a vocation or profession unto itself that demands
recognition, respect, and remuneration for labor. Paraprofessionals have their own
organizations, sets of ethics, and methods for doing work that separates their practices
from other kinds of work being done in their domain – DIYbio does have these, as I and
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other social science researchers (and journalists) have shown (Grushkin, Kuiken, and
Millet 2014; Kuiken 2013).
In another way, the term “parascientist” can imply guerrilla political action via
scientific methods, as in the way paramilitary is read. Both are trained in potentially
deadly arts and go into a place to do work that is politically sensitive. Some projects that
happen at my field sites, or that are done by DIY biologists, involve doing scientific work
that is otherwise "impossible to fund" through traditional structures due to potential
political fallout of the research. Attempting to be apolitical in one’s science merely
masks the politics at play: research into environmental toxins and pollution is chronically
underfunded because it may be proved that releasing toxins into our environment
might be a bad idea. Projects like the Louisiana Bucket Brigade (LABB), which attempt to
link economic and social inequality to the release of toxic pollutants, when viewed
through the citizen science framework, can and do have their results questioned
because of who is doing the research and where.
Instead of recording the present history of DIY biology as doing science
subordinate to "real science," I have attempted to record it as integral, adjacent, and
auxiliary to "real science" (by using "auxiliary" here I want to emphasize the necessity of
their work to the whole of scientific research). To treat DIY biologists justly, their work
must be not be seen as a simple extension of the work of science-as-it-is-practiced-now,
which gracefully permits lucky persons with time to spare to offer their unremunerated
labor as technicians and laboratory assistants in the production of scientific knowledge.
Calling DIY biologists and their institutionalized hosts “parascientists” openly proclaims
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that the labor they provide is important and needs to be compensated in some form,
other than the personal satisfaction of having participated in science (though for a truly
noble few, this might be enough).
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8. Conclusion
Throughout this time working with DIY biologists, I have seen DIYbio grow and
develop from a tiny group of loosely-affiliated “biohackers” and “hobbyist” biologists,
into a thriving community of individuals and institutions working together (or
separately) in order to create new meanings about and around the biological. Through
their parasitic laboratory work, they were able to form their own methodologies and
scientific community that are both attached to and separate from traditional institutions
of scientific research. The kinds of work that they were doing at the beginning of this
project were about building basic infrastructure: creating mailing lists and forums,
organizing meetups and conferences, figuring out how to hack together the “bare
minimum” of laboratory instruments, and reproducing very basic equipment like PCR
machines and electrophoresis gel boxes out of the cheapest and most easily available
parts. As I finish this project, in some places the “basic infrastructure” is still being built,
though enough is present that many DIY biologists are focusing mostly on doing science
and science-related commercial ventures which can build up the complexity of their
local laboratory infrastructure. Recent examples of these include making and
participating in “citizen science” projects in collaboration with “professional scientists”
like the Alaska Barcode Project and microbial surveys of Gowanus Canal (and other
areas) at Genspace; “commercial” scientific instrument projects like LavaAmp and
openPCR (both DIY thermocyclers for performing polymerase chain reaction),
openTRONS (a scalable micropipetting robot); local laboratory infrastructure projects
with a commercial bend like the Glowing Plant Project, Open Insulin, the many lab-in-a-
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box projects from several DIY biologists, along with the (sometimes commercial)
production of various biological compounds using genetically engineered organisms
(hyasynth bio, indiebio, and BlueGene); and projects that proliferate STEM education,
such as continued participation in iGEM events (International Genetically Engineered
Machine), and outreach programs at museums and schools.
Additionally, there has been an increase in the skillful use of discursive framings
for their work — not everything falls under the umbrella of “biohacking” or “amateur
biology” anymore. The use of “citizen science” has increased dramatically, in both DIY
biologists’ conversations and press material written about them. This is a particularly
interesting shift because it implies the co-construction of scientific knowledge
production between “amateurs” and “professionals,” rather than the “biohacker” and
“amateur” frames which suggest ruggedly individual and “non-serious” scientific work
by hobbyists. I see part of this shift as a tactical move from DIY biologists themselves (in
order to gain funding, and legitimacy in the “professional” scientific community), and
also in part due to the “professional” scientific community taking DIY biologists more
seriously as collaborators. The latter of these shifts may be a practical one, where
“professional” scientists find their budgets being slashed and are unable to pay
researchers to do scientific work, and also as a result of changes in the ways
contemporary science is performed: through the processing of “big data” and the
popularity of large-scale metagenomic and microbiomic projects. By drawing upon
“crowdsourced” methods and data processing, these kinds of large-scale projects can be
performed cheaply, easily, and rapidly. The parabiopolitics of these projects re-center
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the production of scientific knowledge out of the laboratory and “into the world,” and
partially out of the hands of professional scientists. This is not to say that the
“biohacker” moniker is not used anymore — projects that wish to elicit the sociallyaware and disruptive “hacker ethic” like the Open Insulin project, use it explicitly (Ossola
2015). In the future, I hope to continue working with DIY biologists and examine the
ways in which increased attention from non-traditional funding groups (crowdsourcing,
for instance), and venture capitalists are allowing them to do more large-scale projects
and experimentation.
Over the course of this work, and drawing on my years of ethnographic
fieldwork, I have attempted to answer several questions about DIY (do-it-yourself)
biologists: how does their refiguring of what constitutes a laboratory change what it
means to do science, or be a scientist; how do non-biologists within DIYbio think about,
relate to, and “do” biology; and what forms of expertise are created when the “power”
of science is disconnected from traditional laboratory spaces? To answer these
questions, I have located (and organized) the work that DIY biologists do into different
conceptual and physical places/spaces: biopolitics, laboratories, scientific methods,
expertise, and what it means to be a scientist. In each of these areas, DIY biologists
produce adjacent places and practices within them, making parasites of and on
traditional institutional sciences, through each of the “forms” of parasite that I outlined:
biological, social, “noise,” the parenthetical, and place (para-site).
The first of these spaces, parabiopolitics (or parasite biopolitics) refers to the
ways in which social regulation is carried out by controlling the places where biological
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knowledge can be made or remade. This is connected to the second area, the
paralaboratory (parasite laboratory), where adjacent kinds of scientific knowledge are
produced through the interplay of stability and instability of the environment in which
scientific research takes place (and takes-place). Inside of (and adjacent to) these
paralaboratories, parascientific methods develop; traditional scientific methods become
differentially reproduced, elaborated upon, and used to produce new scientific
knowledge. Because these adjacent places and practices are largely developed on-thefly around particular projects in paralaboratories (in part from “project-centric culture,”
abducted from computer hacking and engineering), DIY biologists rely on performative,
rather than constitutive, forms of expertise which I call “working knowledge.” Finally, I
suggest that DIY biologists are scientists themselves, and that due to their creation of
new places, methods, styles, and expertises of doing science, the amateur/professional
distinction that pervades discourses about them should be refigured as them developing
into a new form of scientist: the parascientist.

8.1

Last Link In The Chain
Parasites lack finitude. Even in their relationship with their host, “drawing a line”

between the host and parasite is difficult; there is no distinguishable beginning and no
distinguishable end. This lack is not meant to be some kind of counter-productive
rhetorical trap; it rather indicates that there is always more. When the parasite has
consumed all it can from a host, it takes-place from another, and can then take even
more places, continuing to build the parasitic chain. A parasite’s existence is in the
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moving, re-moving, and remaking of places and meanings, which all hum together as
constantly shifting relations. The parasitic chain is never fixed, but these chains can have
an end somewhere, albeit a temporary one. The last one in a parasitic chain is left as the
parasite, the one holding the hot potato, the one getting burned, the excess hanging off
(which surely “must be trimmed”). As I suggested in the introduction, this dissertation is
merely a parasite of the work that my interlocutors are doing – not a parasite on. When
speaking and writing of parasites, one must always take great care in this distinction.
What I have attempted to do in this work is to construct a parasitic
(parenthetical) space for making meanings around and about the current space and
shape of do-it-yourself biology. As it is not a host, this parenthetical space can only
supplement or extend meanings that DIY biologists are already making. The
interpretation of what is happening with and on do-it-yourself biology is only of the
particular parasite writing this. I have the occasional feeling that I am merely a parasite,
but what reassures me is that there should be no such thing. The finality of the parasite
should remain as illusory as the distinction between host and parasite – the relations it
describes must have no end, and must keep moving and shifting. On this parasitic
frontier of scientific knowledge production, one may see (temporary) ends to the
parasitic chain everywhere, and we must take great ethical care to not stop in the
elaboration of the chain, else we undeservedly leave someone at the end to get burned.
This problem of parasitic finitude certainly exists in the ways in which we think
about what constitutes distinctions between amateur and professional science. These
distinctions are constructed in order to create a “solid” boundary between amateurs
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and professionals, to reify the social power of the construction of scientific knowledge
into the hands of the latter, leaving “amateurs” as mere parasites – the ones getting
burned. Emphasizing and using the parasite analytic framework ensures that we
remember that when we construct these boundaries for some “practical purpose,” we
have to keep in mind that this is an ethical and political activity. What I hope that the
reader can take away from this work is that the contemporary distinction between the
two, at least in biology, is both practically and ethically dubious. Those in the practice of
do-it-yourself biology are not amateurs or professionals, but “professional” scientists
aren’t either. There are no amateurs or professional biologists; only (biologists).
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